SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
The Professional Source for Callers & Cuers

Interested in the BEST?
FREE Lifetime Technical Support.
30-Day 100% Satisfaction Guarantee.
Speedy 24-Hour Shipping...99%
Same Day! Easy Toll-Free Ordering.
The list of things that make Supreme
Audio/Hanhurst's Tape & Record
Service the #1 supplier of music,
tape services and audio equipment
goes on and on!
The bottom line? We're the ultimate
in customer service. (And, that's not
lip service.) We take extra care to
ensure your complete satisfaction.
Period.
Hilton Sound Systems and YAK
STACK Speakers at Factory Prices!

Available with
Variable Speed!

Call today for our FREE
Professional Square Dance
Audio Buyer's Guide.

SONY

MiniDisc Headquarters!
SONY MiniDisc Recorder/Players,
HILTON Sound Systems & Speakers,
and so much more!

Its

1-800-445-7398
(USA & Canada)
Phone 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct * + 800#
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com
SUPREME AUDIO, INC.
P.O. Box 50 • Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
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Kalox
K-1334 - Who's Sorry
Who's Crying Now
MacGregor
MGR-2427 - Be A Football Hero

Corning Soon
Double Trouble - hoedown
Happy Times Are Here Again

A & F Music
7677 Brightwood
Las Vegas NV 89123
800-851-6203
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LTO N sound systems
MA-150 Compact
amplifier and microphone mixer

AC-500 Most powerful,
two channel amplifier
with record reset

0 Mulitple microphone inputs.
Ajustable input/output levels for
tape, CD, MiniDisc or any audio
signal.
Cl Balance controls for two track
recording and playback.
Cl Two year warranty.

AC-205 Two
channel amplifier
with record reset

PS-10 SPEAKER
A 10" extended
range speaker with
horn tweeter and
crossover network.

Micro-1.00 Single
channel amplifier
only 13 pounds
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LOVIC411

WORKSHOPPER
The ideal speaker for
workshop and class.
Lightweight and compact.

Contact us for an information package and price list

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518

Phone: 925-682-8390
FAX: 925-682-8497 - e-mail: HiltonAud@aol.com - Web page: http://www.ccnetcorni-hiltonapi
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50 PEOPLE
NEEDED
That's right. We need at least 50
people to help square dancing and we are
not talking about a lot of work involved.
Hardly a week goes by that we don't
receive requests from non-dancers and
dancers, for information about square
dancing somewhere around the country - sometimes even in other countries.
We really try to help but we don't have
enough information to answer all the
requests properly, especially for the
non-dancers. That's why we need 50
readers to help out.
We are looking for people who are
knowledgeable about square dancing in
each state. You should be familiar with
what associations exist in your state
and who a contact is at each of those
associations. If you have e-mail access,
that's a plus but it is not necessary.
Here's what we will do. A page on

our web site will list each contact for
each state. If you have e-mail, we will
include that with your name as the
state contact and requests will go
directly to you. For those who do not
have e-mail, we will put our e-mail
address and phone number. From
there, we will send you the request by
mail or telephone. Your home address
and telephone number will not be made
public unless you authorize it.
Too often we loose new dancers
because they do not have a contact in
their area. We think this can begin to
reduce or eliminate that problem and we
have to tackle each obstacle to square
dancing and find a way to remove it.
As of this writing, the year is coming
to an end. Pat and I extend a sincere
wish that you will have a

Happy New Year

%AWCi\IVC‘46-1 'MVCAt%
FEATURES

Mac McCullar
San Luls Obispo, CA

Round Dance - Scope 56 Hazel Eyes Phase III
Written by Ken and Elena - Cued by Ken
This is a limited release with no
future pressings of this Hound Dance.

FLIP INSTRUMENTALS
BM 201 Serenade by Mac
BM 202 Mr. Sandman by Mac
BM 200 Walking to Kansas City
BM 199 One More Chance
BM 198 Little Red Wagon
BM 197 False Hearted Girl
BM 196 Fool For You

Ken Croft &
Elena deZordo
San Francisco, CA
BM 195 You're Nobody 'Till Somebody Loves You
BM 148 You Always Hurt The One You Love
BM 121 Music Music Music
BM 1029 Boogie with Me / From the Start (Hoedowns)
BM 1028 Ragtime Annie/
Heck Among The Yearlings (Hoedowns)
BM 1027 Up Jumped The Devil II / Chips (Hoedowns)
BM 1026 Dragging The Bow / Wake Up Susie (Hoedowns)

PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel/Fax: (805) 543-2827
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Relevance
Hi Gang,
I think what we need to do is not
think of it as a slump, but a wake up
call. (See the related article, Relevance on page 74.) If you look at the
International Square Dance Directory, it rivals most of the cities of the
U.S. phone books. I don't see Ball
Room, Line Dancing or any other
activity as far as that goes as big as
ours. Folks, we still have a very
healthy activity. We just need to find
ways to fit it in today's society.
I came home for lunch the other
day, and was watching MSNBC, and
they were talking about today's family
having no time for recreation. Both
husband and wife work for a living and
who get's to take "Johnny" to daycare
for that day, and what they are going
to do for dinner for that night. I know
what they are talking about. My wife
and I both work full time jobs, and
call and cue for four clubs in the
Portland, Oregon area, and I usually
travel out of town on weekends to
call. Not complaining mind you, just
stating a fact. I am 43, which would
qualify me as a "Baby Boomer." We
don't have any kids living at home.
But if we did, I would find it pretty
hard to keep up our schedule.
So what's the answer? I'm not really
sure. We have blamed lists, dance
attire, image, etc. I know one thing for
American SquareDance, January 2000

sure, the bottom line, if we don't show
the new dancers a good time from day
1, we are going to continue to scratch
our heads and wonder why we are
declining in numbers.
My wife cued a weekend in Portland
with Tony Oxendine & Jerry Story; 25
squares, (15 pre-registered for next
year). The July 4 weekend that I call
with Daryl Clendenin, Jerry Junck, Bob
Stutevoss. (Sold out for 41h of July
2000). Gary Shoemake & Ken Bower 35
Squares in Kennewich, Washington;
Daryl Kalmbach and myself Memorial
Day Weekend ls' year weekend 25
squares. I know of other weekends and
festivals that do even better than that.
So what is it about these weekends and
festivals that make people want to go to
them. Common denominator, they
know they will have a good time.
Let us, as callers start showing our
clubs a better time, and in the long run,
Square Dancing will benefit.
Callers, start working on your
craft and we'll see you at
CALLERLAB in Las Vegas.
Bill Helms
To the editors:
I would like to point out a few things
I read in the November issue of ASD I
would like to take exception with. The
first one was that of Al Steven's
7

DON'S CALLERS SCHOOL 2000
Where: Charay Inn, Greeneville, TN
Sun. July 23 - Thurs. July 27, 2000
For Callers 0-5 years experience
FEATURING CREATIVE PROGRAMMING
AND SKILL TRAINING
Contact Don Williamson, Accredited Caller Coach
52 Crest Drive, Greeneville, TN 37745
Phone 423-638-7784
bashing ACA's right to freedom of
speech and bashingASD for printing it.
This is America and our only national
media (ASD) has an obligation to keep
their readers informed and up to date
on issues that may not set well with
everybody. I admire ASD and it's
editors for being fair and non partial
when it comes to publications. Please
keep up the good work. I agree with
ASD and Mike Seastrom that our only
hope will be working together [with
CALLERLAB] and not to continue
tearing each other apart.
The next thing that bothered me
was Ed Foote's article that continues
bashing American dancers. This is
not the first time this has happened
and Ed has every right to publish his
opinion as ASD has every right to
publish it. My only comment would be
that one should not generalize an
entire nation. Maybe some do not
dance as well in America as in other
nations but then again I have called
for many dancers in America that do
dance better than some dancers in
other countries. It all depends on who
your calling for. America has thousands more dancers than other
countries and that fact should be
8
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taken in to consideration before such
an ugly generalization is made.
The only other part of Ed's article
that bothered me was the part about
Australians saying the lists have
nothing to do with the recruiting of new
dancers and how the Advanced programs were growing. Having spoken
with callers and dancers from Australia who are beginning to understand
how debatable this statement is, leads
me to try and correct it. How many
Advanced or even Plus dancers have
gone out of their way to help recruit
new people into our activity? We all
know there are always some dedicated
dancers who are the exception to the
rule but by and large when dancers
achieve these higher level status, the
activity loses MANY potential recruiters for MWSDing (Modern Western
Square Dancing). This is the same in
America only compounded about 100
times. My suggestion is to remain very
careful how fast dancers are moved in,
and how many dancers are recruited,
to higher level dancing. It has left
America with a very crippled work
force when it comes to recruiting new
people into the activity and keeping
experienced dancers in the clubs who
American SquareDance, January 2000

will dance with them. So
yes
the lists do, in an indirect way if
not a direct way, play a part in the
recruitment and retention of new
dancers. I cannot think of any
recreation that has ever thrived
due to segregation.
Modern Western Square Dancing
was built strong by utilizing the old
marketing strategy of "Friends bring
Friends bring Friends." It would
behoove us all to never forget this and
try like the dickens to keep it around
even if it means calling and dancing
nothing but Basics.
Thanks for listening. I'm finished now.
Jerry Story
ONE OF THE BEST
In the November issue of American
SquareDance
on page 33,
CALLERLAB's Milestone winner of
1980, Charlie Baldwin, looks out of the
page in a very uncharacteristic suit
and tie. No checked shirt. No bolo tie.

Herb Franklin
Phone: (843) 873-

Tom Wallace
Phone: (910) 799-1909

TARHEEL RELEASES:

As I remember him, Charlie was the
best caller I had ever heard back in the
early '50s. There was magic about him.
When he stepped to the mike a shiver of
excitement swept through the always
large crowds of dancers.
His Labor Day Camp Becket dance
weeks in the Berkshire Mountains of
Massachusetts were sellouts. That's
where Charlie taught me the first
faltering lessons in the art of calling.
That's where Cathie and I did our first
serious courting that led to our
marriage in 1955.
That's where we volunteered to
write and sketch for Charlie's daily
camp news sheet, which may have
somewhat prepared us for what was to
come — editing and publishing American SquareDance for 23 years,
beginning in 1968.
For many years Charlie used my
cartoons in his New England Caller,
which later became the Northeast
Square Dancer, and the graphic gags

Reggie Kniphfer
Phone' (910) 867-6891
Owner/Producer

Monk Moore
Phone: (919) 639-4454

TAR-101 DANCING WITH YOU - Reggie Kniphfer
TAR-102 JUANITA JONES - Reggie Kniphfer
TAR-103 BOOGIE GRASS BAND - Herb Franklin
TAR-104 THAT'S WHEN I MISS YOU MOST - Reggie Kniphfer
TAR-105 THE DANVILLE BANK ROBBERY - Monk Moore
TO BE RELEASED
CAROLINA GIRL - Tom Wallace
BEFORE THE NEXT TEAR DROP FALLS - Herb Franklin
TINY BUBBLES - Reggle Knlphfer
PONY BOY - Monk Moore

Record Company
"MUSiC YOU Can Dance To"

Tarheel Recording Company, 1902 Columbia Dr., Fayetteville, NC 28304
Phone: (910) 867-6891 E-Mail: REGTAR@aol.com
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still continue in that publication and in
ASD. Charlie gave me a start both in
calling and cartooning.
The last time I saw Charlie he had
remarried, he was 75, and he had
quietly retired to a little park south of
St. Pete. I was on a calling tour in
Florida; I wanted to thank him one
more time for his influence in my life.
Over coffee that day he said he'd done
only one little dance for a few other
retirees there. None of his neighbors
knew what I knew - he was the greatest
caller New England ever produced! He
had been a square dance legend. But
humility was his middle name.
Stan Burdick
To our Square
Dance family:

Rosie & I thank everyone for
standing by our side during the lost of
our daughter. We haven't been able to
accept it yet but without your support
we would have never gotten this far.
Please keep us in your prayers and as
soon as we get our heads back on we'll
see you all in a square.
God Bless All
Dave & Rosie Sperl

EQUICO

rossing

Accelerated Saturday
Classes

Our club would probably be dead in
the water if we hadn't gone to our
accelerated Saturday classes. We have
already held a set of lessons in October
and had 12 students (which is very
good up here). We have scheduled
another series of four Saturdays in
January 2000. We do a free invitational
dance the Saturday before our classes
start and our caller and cuer do a great
job of introducing our guests to both
round and square dancing. Folks talk
about what a good time they have. Then
when the classes start they already
know us a little.
Have you heard of any other
clubs that are trying this? We had
some interest when we had visitors
this summer, but it takes a willing
caller and a club willing to try
something different.
Isabelle Mudd
Santa's Swingers
Alaska
Send your letters to:
ASD Mail Room, PO BOX 777,
N. Scituate, RI 02857

TLIP'

Catalog
Services

19

"Square Dancers serving Square Dancers"

We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide.
Call for a free copy of our extensive catalog!

407 Main St.
Laurel, MD 20707-4115
II
l0

1-800-627-0412
e-mail: calycocrossing@calyco.com

Visit our Web site for monthly specials : www.calyco.com
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WASCA 41st Spring
Square and Round Dance Festival
Mainstream to Challenge - Phases II to VI

Hyatt Regency, Reston, Virginia
March 16 - 18 2000

All Abwic,
Square Dance Callers:

Now with

Jerry Biggerstaff
North Carolina

WOOD FLOORS in

Saundra Bryant
Illinois
Tim Crawford
Canada
Ron Libby
Maine
Torn Miller
Pennsylvania
Joe Saltal
California

Round Dance
Cuers:

most dance rooms !!!!

Wayne and Barbara
Blackford
Florida

Solos * Fashion Show * Vendors
Youth Room * Sewing Panel
Die Hard

Bill and Martha
Buck
Louisiana

Ralph and Joan
Directors - Roger & Evelyn Dailey
Collipi
82 Pheasant Ridge Rd.
New Hampshire
Summit Point, WV 25466
Email: WASCA2000@yahoo.com
Square Dance
Phone: 304 724-7901
Workshops
Please visit our WEB page
www.geocities.com/Yosemite/2903

Last Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone (

Adults at $25 thru Jan. 31, 2000
Adults at $30 on/after Feb. 1, 2000
Children 17 & under at $10.00 Each
Total Enclosed for Registration
DCheck DVisa 0MasterCard 0Money Order
Obiscover
Card #
Exp.
Signature

His
Hers
Child
Child
Housing at the Hyatt
Deposit $95 - tax not included
Obbl. $95 King $95 OTriple/Quod $105
DRollaway $20
OParlor & 1 Bedroom $195
OParlor & 2 Bedrooms $290
OWed 15 OThur 16 OFri 17 CISat 18
OCheck OVisa 0MasterCard 0Am. Exp. Obiners
Card #
Exp.
Signature

Registrations: Jeff & Bobbi Fuhr
Housing Requests: Billy Marlow
15529 Quince Ridge Lane
24025 Old l-lundrad Rd Phone: (301) 972-8711
North Potomac MD 20878 (301) 926-3955 Comus MD 20842
FAX: (301) 972-8702
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NEWS
It is with deep regrets we announce the passing of Frank Lehnert.
Frank & Phyl have contributed immensely to the success of Round Dancing and for over 30 years, to American SquareDance magazine.
Pat and I extend our sincere condolences to Phyl. Frank's loss will be
felt throughout the round dance community.
A Square Dance Wedding?? lovely wife, Wanda, to the recepYou must admit there aren't too tion. Mike enjoyed dancing with
many of these but what a swell time Wanda during the rounds as the
cueing
was
everyone had at Al
shared between
and Judy's.
Mary Hinkle of
Judy Kovach
the Tu-Bi-Tu
(treasurer) and Al
Rounds and Norm
Prell (former presiKoharski of the
dent) met at the
Waterwheel
Waterwheel Squares
Squares and 8 Is
in Williamsville, New
Enough of West
York four years ago.
Seneca.
The Waterwheel
All the square
Squares is a singles
dancers in Westclub and it is ruern New York wish
mored that they tied
Al & Judy, "Conthe knot, so that they
would no longer be considered for office. gratulations and Good Luck."
Richard M. Hoesel
The large hall which held 180 people
West Seneca, NY
was decorated with butterflies and the
tasty pot luck dinner was something
New Orleans
that will always be remembered. A lot
Callers' Association
of credit goes to Georgianna Dachs
At the October 23 meeting and
who coordinated this event along with
many others from various clubs in barbecue social of the New Orleans
Western New York. The list of names is Callers' Association, the President,
too long to mention but as Al said in his Oscar Sill, presented Johnny with a
emotional speech, "thanks." The bride plaque for years of outstanding and
stood out in a white square dance outfit dedicated service in the Association
that she sewed. As I am writing this, the and to square dancing.
Johnny is a charter member (40
bride and groom are on their honeymoon in San Diego, California, and Las years). He has served as president
four times, represented the Callers'
Vegas, Nevada.
Mike Callahan called the square Association on the Metropolitan New
dance and he also brought his Orleans Area Square and Round
12
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Dance Association Board for 27 years
and the Louisiana State Association
Board for 30 years. He has also served

Seated are Jerry Duplantier, Johnny Creel &
Fred Bouvier, Standing are Bubba Mingus,
Tony DiGeorge, Joel Mague, Oscar Sill &
Ron Burkhalter

many years as chairmen of the ByLaws Committee, Education and
Publicity Committee. Johnny and I
have served as Historians for the N.O.
Callers' Association and the
M.N.O.A.S.R.D.A and as liaison to
Tulane University Library for the
preservation of all records as part of
their permanent collection.
Sincerely,
Janie Creel
The Florida Dance Web
This a web site devoted to square
and round dance activities in the state
of Florida, has just added a Calendar of
Events. It is a month by month
interactive calendar which gives the
details of square and round dance
special events all over the state. All
who plan to visit Florida should visit
the Florida Dance Web Calendar first
to find out what special dances will be
taking place while you are here. http://
floridadancing.com/calltm
The Florida Dance Web itself
contains a wealth of valuable information for the visitor about our activity
http://floridadancing.com/index.htm
Tom Perry
American SquareDance, January12000

National Square Dance
Campers Association Elects
New Officers
All NSDCA members have the
opportunity of casting a vote in the
spring election for their Board of
Directors. At the annual business
meeting at the NSDCA's International
Camporee in Elkhorn, WI last July, it
was announced that Jerry & Debbi
Cokewell, Royal Oak, MI, had been
elected to serve on the Board of
Directors. Retiring officers vice-presidents, Lou & Dottie Vogel, were
presented with a plaque of appreciation for serving two terms on the Board
of Directors. The Cokewells will
become the new vice-presidents. Other
officers for the 1999-2000 season were
introduced. Continuing to serve as
presidents will be Lawrence & Ruthann
Sanders of Beecher, IL., as secretary Don & Alice Faye Turney of Cabot, AR,
and as treasurer - John & Irene Bullock
of London, Ontario, Canada.
Leonard & Mae Sprosty of Davenport, IA who have been responsible for
the NSDCA's display in the National
Square Dance Convention's Showcase
Of Ideas for the past twenty-seven
years displayed the special plaque of
appreciation for their dedication they
had received from this year's Chairman of the NSDC in Indianapolis, IN.
RetiringMembership Chairman, Wayne
&, Jeanyce Rathman of Mason City, IA,
received a plaque of appreciation for
their years of service. Roger Tipps was
introduced as the new Membership and
Computer Service Provider.
There are well over a hundred
active NSDCA chapters throughout the
United States and Canada. Helping to
keep the lines of communication open
and up to date, the NSDCA publishes a
13

MEG SIMKINS

119 Allen Street
(413) 566-3349
Hampden, MA 01036
Everything
for
Square Dancers

Send for our
"Free Catalog"

Handling $5.00 ea.

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
Extremely full #6000 - Sixty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
Extremely full #5000 - Fifty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
Extremely full #4000 - Forty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
LENGTHS:
COLORS:
SIZES:

19, 20, 21 and 23 inches.
Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink,
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose.
Small, Medium and Large

quarterly magazine with news of
chapter activities and listings of the
many campouts scheduled. Editing the
NSDCA TIMES are Barbara & Jim
Connelly of Lower Waterford, VT.
Assisting them are Doc & Peg Tirrell.
With the appointment of Hank &
Kate Phillips of Wright City, MO as
the new South Central Area Representative and Marian Kulsea of
Tucson, AZ as the new Southwest
Area Representative, every section in
Canada and the United States now
has an area representative to handle
membership inquiries. Membership
inquiries coming to NSDCA are
referred to a local area representative for a prompt answer.
14

$36.00
$33.00
$30.00

If you are a dancer who loves to
camp, whether it be in a tent - or any
kind of recreational vehicle, the
NSDCA offers you the unique opportunity to do both by becoming a member.
Expand your horizons and friendships
by becoming a member. Happy Trails!
Shoebox Admission
A shoebox filled with useful items

was the price of admission to a
benefit dance held in the old convention center in downtown Charlotte,
North Carolina November 14. Each of
the 151 shoeboxes brought to the
dance contained crayons, coloring
books, pencils, toys, and items for
use by children in 55 countries
American SquareDance, January 2000

expectation that the dance will become
an annual event for Tar Heel dancers. He
added, "We would like to see the number
of shoeboxes increase each year."
Al Stewart
Greensboro, NC

50 Years of Calling
Celebration
Cleo Barker (left), one of six callers at the
Charlotte benefit dance, is shown here
with Jack and Linda Cauble, president of
the Metrolina Dance Association and
coordinators of the shoebox dance.

outside the United States. The group
responsible for mailing and distributing the shoeboxes to these children is
Samaritan's Purse, an international
Christian relief organization which
provides aid to victims of war,
poverty, and disease. The home base
for this organization is Boone, NC.
Eighteen squares of dancers from
Charlotte and surrounding area
participated in the benefit dance,
which was coordinated by Jack &
Linda Cauble of Salisbury, president
of the Metrolina Dancers Association. Six callers and a cuer led these
dancers in three hours of their
favorite recreational activity.
Many of those at the November 14
dance, together with other dancers,
helped man a processing center at
the convention center December 9 to
sort and prepare shoeboxes for
Operation Christmas Child. In 1999
more than two million gift-filled
shoeboxes were distributed to children in partnership with churches,
ministries, and organizations.
The 1999 dance was the first to
benefit this group of children; however,
Jack Cauble expressed the hope and
American SquareDance, January 2000

On September 1, 1998 six people
stood and casually talked about a 50year celebration honoring Johnnie
Wykoff to be held on October 31, 1999,
the exact anniversary date of his 501h
year of calling.
These people became the foundation
of a 13-person committee that would
complete the celebration arrangements.
First of all, we needed a gimmick. One
person said, "How about a limit of 50
squares, at a price of $50.00 per square
and sell only by the square." All said
"Go for it." By December, 1998, we had
50 squares sold. We then decided to
think bigger as the celebration took on
a life of its own. After viewing between
almost 100 halls, Joanne Oliver, Ross
Coleman, David Williams and Sherry
Ryal found that the Moody Gardens
Convention and Resort Hotel on
Galveston Island would be the location
to handle over 100 squares. Galveston
is about one hour south of downtown
Houston, on the Gulf of Mexico.
Starting with business size card
invitations, 84 couples responded by
buying at least one or more squares. In
commemoration, Sherry designed a
badge dangle as a form of ticket to the
event. The dangles were in the shape of
a 45 RPM record with the Blue Star logo.
By last October 1, there was in excess of
101 squares sold. By that time, our
committee had become more excited
15

and committed that this was going to be
one of the area's largest dances.
A few months prior to the event, it
was decided to have a
"Trails-End" dance on
Saturday because of the
number of people staying the
entire weekend. Forty
squares were in attendance
at the Saturday night's dance.
Six callers — Johnnie, Jerry
Helt, Alvin Richard, Gary
Belcik, David Williams and
Jimmy Johnson and two
cuers — Roger & Kathy
Wright and Marilyn & Jerral
Waguespack, shared their
talents at this dance.
Thanks also to John & Paulette
Brown, Dave & Beth Schultz, Roger &
Kathy Wright and Carole Cifelli for all
their hard work, and special thanks to
Jerry Helt (Cincinnati, Ohio), for his
surprise and
special
appearance.
Thanks to
Bob Baier, MC
and caller and
The Spirits of
Houston, the
Sunday event started with pizzazz,
class, and exactly on time, 2:00 pm
After the invocation given by Star, the
16

celebration began, with over 125
squares on the floor. Thanks to the
four callers — Johnnie, King Caldwell,
Jerry and Bob Baier, and the three
cuers — Roger & Kathy, Clyde & Evelyn
Kirk, and Mary Norris, who helped
make the event such a success.
Dave & Liz Russell, Presidents of
the Houston Square arid Round Dance
Council made the day even more
special with the presentation of the
1999 Houston Caller of the Year
Award to Johnnie and Star.
Also, a striking oil portrait of

Johnnie was unveiled during the
dance. This beautiful portrait was
painted by artist Gay Woods. Gay,
along with her husband, Sam Clark,
are square and round dancers in the
Houston area.
The portrait was commissioned and
presented by Roger & Kathy Wright,
teammates and special friends.
Judging by the success of this
special event, square and round
dancing is definitely alive and well!
Send items of interest to ASD
NEWS. Please include your name,
address and phone number.
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So "WOW

WANT WO BE
A Cam. LLEn

It's Showtime!!! This month we
are going to take a look at showmanship. First, however, I would like to say
that I sincerely hope that you had a
wonderful holiday season. There are so
many special dances during the
holidays it is a great time for square
dancing. Square dancing is a very
social activity. It is unfortunate that
some of that sociability is lost at
regular club dances. We would all gain
Tremendously if the holiday spirit was
carried over to all dances.
Showmanship covers a very broad
range of a callers duties. We tend to
think of showmanship only in terms of
festivals, conventions or other hugh
dances. The fact of the matter is that
showmanship has a home at every
square dance. It is obvious that we are
all of different abilities as a showman. I
believe the little things are the most
important. What then can we all do at
our regular club dances in the way of
showmanship? First I offer, for your
consideration, our manner of dress.
You may call once a week for the same
club every week of the year however,
regardless of the dress code of the club
you should set a good example. Now I
don't mean your best square dance,
including sparkles and fringe, professional cowboy outfit. I would suggest
that you look as good as the best
dressed dancers that attend the club
dance and you should blend into that
club's dress code (please refer to
CALLERLAB's dress code for more
information). Always have on clean
American SquareDance, January 2000
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well pressed attractive clothing and as
your mother would say keep your
shoes shined, your fingernails clean
and your face washed.
The second most prominent item
is your use of the PA equipment. Have
you been to a dance where the caller
had a squeal in the microphone all
night long? Also, maybe, there was a
loud scratching when the caller puts
the needle down or removes it from
the record. These two distractions
can ruin a square dance and leave the
caller looking inferior in the dancers
eyes. Wow, these two problems have
such easy remedies. Normally a
squealing microphone can be fixed
by repositioning the speaker or
removing some treble with the tone
control. To eliminate popping and
scratching when setting or removing
the needle on the record simply turn
the music volume down. Correcting
these small items will start to make
a showman out of you.
Larry Cole, has been calling for 24 years.
He calls Basic through C-1 and records
for Rawhide-Buckskin Records. An
active member of CALLERLAB he is
currently the Chairman. Larry's smooth
easy style of caller training is appreciated
by the many callers attending his
schools.
Larry may be contacted at
765-384-7089 or E-mail
LColeSDC©AOLcom
"Questions are Welcome"

I aF••
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KIRKWOOD LODGE 20
CALL
1-800-295-2794
to make reservations or for
more information write:
PO Box 37
Osage Beach, MO 65065
SPRING SQUARE & ROUND DANCING
SI - MAY 28 - JUNE 2
Bob Baier, Darryl Lipscomb, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jim & Cathy Oliver

(A-2)

S2 - JUNE 4 - JUNE 9
Bob Baier, Dave Towry, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - John & Norma Jean Becker

(PLUS)

S3 - JUNE 11 - JUNE 16
Mike Sikorsky, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Dick & Gail Blaskis

(PLUS)

S4 - JUNE 18 - JUNE 23

(ROUND LEVELS 3, 4, 5 & A TOUCH OF 6)

Charles & Annie Brownrigg & Jerry & Barbara Pierce
S5 - JUNE 25 - JUNE 30
Ken Bower, Gary Shoemake, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Charles & Annie Brownrigg

(PLUS)

S6 - JULY 2 - JULY 7
Lee Kopman & Vic Cedar

(C3A)

SPRING WEEKENDS

I8

WI - APRIL 28 & 29
Monty Hackler & Shane Greer

(PLUS)

W2 - AUGUST 25 & 26
Alan Schultz & Vic Perry

(MAINSTREAM)
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00 SEASON SCHEDULE
GREAT DANCING - RIGHT ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF
THE OZARKS IN OSAGE BEACH, MISSOURI
GREAT FOOD
GREAT AFTERPARTIES & SKITS
GREAT SHOPPING AT OUR OWN GIFT
SHOP OR 1/2 MILE TO THE
LARGEST OUTLET MALL IN MISSOURI

FALL SQUARE & ROUND DANCING
Fl - AUGUST 13 - AUGUST 18
(PLUS)
Larry Letson, Dee-Dee Dougherty-Lottie, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Cliff & Marilyn Hicks
F2 - AUGUST 20 - AUGUST 25
Bob Baier, Jerry Junck, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jerry & Bea Leavelle

(PLUS)

F3 - AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 1
Tony Oxendine, Jerry Story, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jerry & Barbara Pierce

(DBD PLUS)

F4 - SEPTEMBER 3 - SEPTEMBER 8
Randy Dougherty, Charles Quisenberry, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Theron & Christine Hixson

(PLUS)

F5 - SEPTEMBER 10 - SEPTEMBER 15
Frank Lane, Jerry Haag, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Larry & Adrienne Nelson

(PLUS)

F6 - SEPTEMBER 17 - SEPTEMBER 22
Jerry Haag, Ken Bower, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jack & Darlene Chaffee

(PLUS)

F7 - SEPTEMBER 24 - SEPTEMBER 29
Ken Bower, Melton Luttrell, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Rod & Susan Anderson

(PLUS)
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CREATIVE
CHOREOGRAPHY
LEE & STEVE ICOVINIAN°

We hope everyone had a healthy happy new year. Let's start 2000 off with a
potpourri of Plus choreo.
1) HEADS pass thru
separate around 1 to a line
touch 1/4
circulate
trade and roll
load the boat
star thru
couples circulate
1/2 tag
girls trade
pass the ocean
scoot back
right and left grand
2) SIDES pass the ocean
extend
relay the deucey
spin the top
turn thru
courtesy turn
dixie style to a wave
circulate, left allemande
3) SIDES lead right
right and left thru
dixie style to a wave
boys trade
GRAND swing thru
recycle
slide thru
trade by, left allemande

20

4) Heads 1P2P
pass the ocean
spin chain and exchange the
gears
fan the top
GRAND swing thru
turn thru
tag the line, face in
touch 1/4
circulate
boys u turn back
right and left grand
5) SIDES lead right
pass the ocean
GRAND swing thru
spin the top
linear cycle & roll
coordinate
ferris wheel
CENTERS sweep 1/4 & slide thru
pass to the center, outsides roll
right and left grand
6) HEADS square thru 3
separate around 2 to a line
slide thru
trade by
relay the deucey
scoot back
relay the deucey
extend, right and left grand
American SquareDance, January 2000

THE CALLERLAB CONVENTION
(Marketing - The New Frontier)

April 17 - 19, 2000
The Riviera Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada
TOPICS OF INTENSE INTEREST INCLUDE:
Marketing Plans
The Future of Square Dance Programs
Certification / Accreditation of Teachers
Non-Dancer Dances & Using the Basic Program
TRAINING SESSIONS INCLUDE:
Choreographic Development
Voice Use, Teaching, Theme Tips
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT MEETING - AND IT IS FUN
WE NEED YOU THERE
CLUBS - HELP YOUR CALLER ATTEND
CALLER ASSOCIATIONS - SUBSIDIZE YOUR MEMBERS
For further information contact, Jerry Reed, Executive Director
829 3rd Ave. S.E., Suite 285, Rochester, MN 55904. Phone 507-288-5121
7) HEADS square thru 4
touch 1/4
follow your neighbor
trade the wave and roll
double pass thru
peel off
slide thru
{ EACH SIDE } Those facing
START right and left thru
left allemande
8) SIDES right and left thru &
lead left
veer right
boys trade
wheel around
chain down the line
dixie style to a wave
trade the wave
LEFT swing thru
right and left grand
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9) HEADS pass the ocean
ping pong circulate
OUTSIDES roll
flip the diamond
ENDS: circulate Centers
chase right
1/2 tag
acey deucey
spin chain thru
right and left grand
10) Heads 1P2P
touch 1/4
coordinate
couples circulate
GIRLS hinge
diamond circulate
BOYS swing thru
diamond circulate
flip the diamond
boys trade
right and left grand
21

Kopman's Choreography
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !!! Now available: "SOFT. set of Mainstream, Plus,
Advance and C1.
• $50.00 per set
• Immediate delivery
• All requests confidential

• 50 sequences per set
• Reduce your calling preparation
• Easy to read
Send check or money order to
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
Phone: (423) 691-1580
e-mail: s.kopman@juno.com

11) HEADS star thru and spread
ENDS: load the boat Centers
pass the ocean
CENTERS swing thru
extend
swing thru
hinge
right and left grand
12) SIDES touch 1/4
girls pass thru
CENTERS fan the top
ENDS hinge
{ EACH WAVE } fan the top
spin the top
linear cycle
box the gnat
square thru on the 3'd hand,
right and left grand
13) SIDES lead right
pass the ocean
cast off 3/4
coordinate
3/4 tag
If you're looking out cloverleaf, Centers spin the top
extend
split circulate 1 1/2
flip the diamond
right and left grand
22

MS _PLUS _A2 C1(NEW "SOFT" SET)
MS

_PLUS

A2

C1(HARD SET)

14) SIDES star thru
double pass thru
track 2
swing thru
girls fold
peel the top
explode the wave
trade by
pass to the center
CENTERS square thru 2 &
partner trade
at home
15) SIDES pass thru
separate around 2 to a line
box the gnat
fan the top
spin the top
turn thru
tag the line, face right
ferris wheel
CENTERS LEFT turn thru
touch 1/4
follow your neighbor
left swing thru 1 1/2
left allemande
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WHE /Loan°
STEVE

MomsTra

Kormax

Lets continue the theme of potpourri only using A2 calls.
Enjoy!

1) HEADS pass the sea
extend
LEFT swing and mix
switch the wave
mini busy
extend
circulate 1 & 1/2
right and left grand
2) SIDES wheel thru
pass the sea
triple trade
recycle
dixie style to a wave
mix
trade circulate
recycle
double star thru
right and left grand
3) HEADS pass the ocean
chain reaction
switch to a diamond
diamond circulate
6X2 acey deucey
cut the diamond
mini busy
Extend Two Times

spin the windmill outsides left
LEFT swing and mix
right and left grand
4) SIDES pass thru
separate around 1 to a line
touch 1/4
checkmate
crossover circulate
turn and deal
pass and roll
1/4 thru
recycle
CENTERS 1/4 in
at home
5) HEADS double star thru
separate around 1 to a line
pass the sea
trade circulate
lockit
GRAND swing thru
single wheel and roll
peel and trail
switch the wave and roll
girls cross trail thru
touch 1/4
right and left grand . 4

Please check your label.
If the word FINAL is on your label,
this is the last copy of ASD you will
receive. If you have not renewed,
it's time to do it now!.
A handy renewal form is on page 79.
American SquareDance, January 2000
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"IT'S HAPPENING IN CASPER"

De Saw
USA

NI
VE111

IIISOW

DANCE or

ON
Casper, Wyoming

.G.

A Quail A International Square Dance Experience in the Western United States in the "Year 2(X10" (Y2K)

CASPER, WYOMING
AUGUST 9 - 12, 2000
SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM

GENERALDANCE PROGRAM

ROUND DANCE PROGRAM

• A1/A2
• PLUS
• MAINSTREAM

• CLOGGING & CONTRA
• YOUTH PROGRAM
• LINE DANCING
• HANDICAPABLE

• PHASES 2 THRU 6
• SHOWCASE OF ROUNDS
• SPECIAL TEACHES

1

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

• DEMONSTRATIONS
• SEMINARS
• VENDORS
• BUFFALO CHIP TOSS

g

' ir i'
J....?

I-1

VENUE

• 3 QUALITY RV PARKS

a1
/

la

Gip,
:Wm,
if 1'0

• NEARBY HOTELS
• TOURS AVAILABLE

;r"4
iFl I
i FOLLOW THE

PIONEER TRAILS
TRAILS END DANCE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9 AT THE EVENTS CENTER
FULL PROGRAM THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY
$35 PER PERSON PRE-REGISTRATION, $40 AT THE DOOR
FOR PRE-REGISTRATION OR MORE INFORMATION WRITE
usAwEST SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION of WYOMING
PO BOX 1125, MILLS WY 82644-1125
www.square-dancing.com/USAWEST/WY
Chairpersons: Mel & Carol Ford -- Asst Chairpersons: Jim & Kathie Kline
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I'm excited about the new year. I
hope you are? I have a lot of positive
contra events beginning to trickle in.
The only negative side would be that
they are not part of the general square
dance programs.
My own calling schedule for
January alone is double last year;
January 2 calling in Santa Barbara
California and the 8 in San Louis
Obispo, California. Both of these are
for the traditional live music contra
dance groups.
Speaking about traditional contra
groups if you live in the New York area
you definitely should consider attending the 13t) Annual Dance Flurry
festival of music and dance. It is being
held at the Saratoga Springs City
Center and the Sheraton Hotel. The
Dance Flurry will feature 5 simultaneous dance halls, all with live contra
bands. Some of the nations most
sought after contra leaders will be
calling. For more information contact
representatives of The Dance Flurry at

518-292-0133 or on
the web at:
www.danceflurry.org.
Next month I'll have all the details
for the Fiddling Frog Dance Festival in
Southern California. An event almost
equal to the Dance Flurry.
Another indication that contra
dance interest is on the rise is the
number of new CDs of dance music and
the publication of contra dance books
by some of the countries leading
contra callers. These will be highlighted during the coming year also...
So don't miss a single issue of
American SquareDance magazine
and the Contra Corner.
For Contra Corners related
articles, contributions by readers
are encouraged and may be sent to
Don Ward, 9989 Maude Ave.,
Sunland, CA 91040 or by e-mail at
dward@loop.com or American
SquareDance at asdmag@loa.com.

Carbinat
Homed Malley
Dc. Any Routh Mke Huddeison Mary -Maly
417-659.8487 417-282-6340 316-524-0997 Casllebetry
417-782-0158

HOT CARDINAL RELEASES
CAR-46 RIBBON OF HIGHWAY - Harold
CAR-45 I'LL TAKE TEXAS - Mary
CAR-44 BLOWING IN THE WIND - Jerry
CAR-43 LONESOME HOEDOWN - Hoedown

Cardinal Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786
e-mail: audiolft@dam.net
573-363-5432

American SquareDance, January 2000
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I'm going to start off the NewYear by helping to answer the question most often
asked by students in my caller's classes. It is: how do you get folks up to dance?
Following is a method that I picked up from Ray and Arvid Olson many years ago
that is almost foolproof. It is called - - DRAGON TAG
Formation: To get folks that are seated or standing around the room
involved in the dancing program.
Music: Any march music.
Routine:
The leader picks two girls taking one in each hand. Each girl then
picks up a boy. This is repeated, girl — boy, girl — boy, until everyone
is on the floor. Couples can be readily formed from these lines.
The Kentucky Dance Foundation in securing the Michael Herman collection of
records has made available many of the old tunes that have not been available for
several years. Following are the instructions for a circle couples mixer called - - NOBODY'S BUSINESS
Formation: Couples in a circle, facing center. Lady on the gent's right.
Music: Nobody's Business. Folk Dancer 1107.
Routine:
All join hands and circle left
Circle left in a great big ring
Circle left with that pretty little thing
Right elbow swing your partner, boys
Left elbow swing the next in line
Right elbow swing the next and here we go.
(Hook right elbows with partner and swing once around. Hook left elbows
with the next and swing once around. Hook right elbows with the third
lady, swing once around, and put her on the right. Men progress CCW.
Ladies progress CW.)
26
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Eagle Records
"Music Made For Dancing"
New Releases on Eagle
Dick
Duckham

-EAG-3302 - Light In The Window by Jerry Sleeman
EAG-3410 - Happy Together by SusanElaine Packer
EAG-3409 - Crazy Over You by SusanElaine Packer
EAG-3502 - I Love You Because by Steve Brown

Jerry
Sleeman

1

New Releases on Golden Eagle
Ellen
Brunner

GE-0033
GE-0035
GE-0036
GE-0037

- Ebony Eyes by Ellen Brunner
- Gospel Medley by Dick Duckham
- Somewhere My Love by Dick Duckham
- Same Old Song And Dance by Ken Bower

SusanElaine
Packer

Eagle Productions (Eagle & Golden Eagle)
Scott A. English, Studio Engineer - Deborah Peel, Production Manager
301 Fieldcrest Drive, Angola, IN 46703.1217
Phone: (219) 665-5095; e-mail: eagleproduction@juno.com

Steve
Brown

Len Cannell of Kettering, OH shared this square dance routine with me several
years ago and I dug it out and had a good time with it this past fall. He called it to
the tune of "The Robert E. Lee" and emphasized that the opener sort of gives you
the idea of a paddle wheeler.

ROBERT E. LEE
Formation: Square
Music: Waiting For The Robert E. Lee
Routine:
Opener, middle break and closer.
All 4 men lead out to the right and 2-hand swing. (Single circle variety).
Repeat with the next lady.
Repeat with the next lady.
Repeat with original partner and promenade.
Sides face and grand square

Figure:
All 4 ladies forward and back
Same 4 ladies chain 3/4.
Keep this girl and promenade.
face — Grand Square
4 ladies go forward and back
Same 4 ladies chain 3/4 and promenade
American SquareDance, January 2000
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efACLW?-MP
Contact these trave ling callers for your
Club Dance - Festival - or Convention
Bill Barr - 50 New St
West Haven CT 06516
203-934-2653voice/fax
203-932-3987 anytime
"Railroad Bill" is calling
almost anywhere.
Bob & Lorrie Morrison
2515 Selman Drive
Duluth GA 30096-4350
770-476-8445 or e-mail:
bolomorrison@juno.com
Now calling full time
W. Nick Cline
15256 Flintlock Terrace
Woodbridge VA 22191
703-730-2339 Fax 703-590-9617
e-mail: sdcaller@erols.com
Authorized caller for ASD

Larry Cole
3302 N 500 W
Marion, IL 46952-9091
769-184-7089 or e-mail:
LCoIeSCD@AOL.com
Ed Kremers
1596 Puerto Vallarta Dr
San Jose CA 95120
408-997-7272
Diamond Records Artist
Demo Tape Available
Dave Gipson
PO Box 491525
Redding CA 96049
530-222-4802
dave@dave-gipson.com

From Lynden, WA, T. Neil Smith has written a real "quick teach" contra. There
is little teaching in this dance and people are smiling and dancing it right off the
bat. He calls his dance the - - -

CHUCKWAGON CIRCLE CONTRA
Formation: Sicilian Circle. Couples facing couples around in a large circle.
Music: Any 32 bar tune.
Routine:
Al With your corner dosado
Same girl swing (Face across)
A2 With the couple across right and left thru
Right and left thru back
B1 Same 4 make a left hand star
Right hand star come back (hands across style)
B2 Same 4, ladies chain
Chain them back
28
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HI -4( HAT

DANCE
RECORDS

Erirca.
Spur

Deborah

Pamell

KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT &
BLUE RIBBON & DJ DANCE RECORDS

Bobby
Lepard

Kip
Garvey

GRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5239 - "Oh, Oh, I'm Fallin' In Love Again" by Ernie
HH 5238 - "In A Letter To You" by Dan
HH 5237 - "Sunshine Go Away" by Tom Miller
1-11-15236 - "Early In The Morning" by Joe
HH 5235 - "It's Too Late" by Dan & Joe
HH 5234 - "Dealin' With The Devil" by Torn Miller
HH 672 - "Sammie" flip Hoedown (2 cpl) Basic 49 by Buddy
ELK 045 - "Two Pina Colades" Sing-a-long by Dan

Tom
Miller

Dan
Nordbye

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5233 - "Sad Songs" by Jason
HH 5232 - "Mr. Blue" by Buddy
1-111 5231 - "Hey Honey" by Dan
HH 671 - "Happy/Ginger" flip Hoedown by the Hi-Hatters
Joe
Salle!

You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy tapes from the producer.

Jason
Dean

BLUE RIBBON RECORDS

Bill
Donahue

Earl
West

David

Murray

Dave

Parker

Jerry
Gulledge

BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
BR 298 - "All I Have To Do Is Dream" by Jerry Gulledge
DJ 125 - "Honky Tonk Dancin' Machine" by Dan & Joe
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
BR 297 - "It's Time To Get Better" by David Murray
BR 1025 - "Flight Of The Butterflies" (Round) by Ed & Esther Haynack
PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES - 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE RD., FRESNO CA 93726-7437
PHONE: (559) 227-2764 FAX: (559) 224-1463
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Cvie se...,
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5-4-3-2-1 ... Happy New Year !!! Can you believe it??? It's the New Year. . 2000.
How amazing, you get a chance to begin the year with new hopes, dreams and
resolutions galore. "My Heart in '99" wished for you a year full of promise and love,
but only "Time Alone Will Tell" if it will all come true.
Here's to a future filled with love, happiness and peace for all ... Let the MAGIC
begin!!

MY HEART '99
George & Joyce Kammerer, 2934 N. Shorewood Dr., McHenry, IL 60050
RECORD: TNT 145
RHYTHM: Waltz
FOOTWORK: Opposite except as noted
PHASE: II
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-B-A-B-Ending
SPEED: 40 RPM
INTRO
1-4 (BFLY/WALL) WAIT 2 MEAS;; TWISTY BAL L; SD, DRAW, TCH;
PART A
1-4 WALTZ AWAY; WRAP THE W; FWD WALTZ; FWD POINT;
5- 6 BK TWINKLE (LOP/RLOD); BK TWINKLE TO FC/BFLY;
7-8 CHNG SDS; AROUND TO FC BFLY;
9-16 REPEAT MEAS 1-8 (RLOD END CP/WALL),,,,,,,,
PART B
1-8 LEFT TRN BOX;;;; TWISTY VINE 3; MANUV SD CL; 2 RT TRNS;;
9-16 LEFT TRN BOX;;;; TWISTY VINE 3; THRU FC CL BFLY; CANTER TWICE
ENDING
1-4 WALTZ AWAY & TOG;; STP SWING; SPN MANUV;
5-8 2 RT TRNS;; TWIRL VINE 3; POINT THRU LOD;

e

4..0
.1/4
4

,Iptack,

106`'

,400—tR--,-

13°)
,,J;J:ru3 grIv:4maieligetli AVE

44.woo

Phone. 913-262-4240

Club Orders 20% off
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(800) 989-DOTS (3687)

Custom Fashions
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TIME ALONE WILL TELL
Barbara & Wayne Blackford, 4860 E Main St., D-72, Mesa, AZ 85205
RECORD: Roper#265B
RHYTHM: Rumba
FOOTWORK: Opposite except as noted
PHASE: IV+ I
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-B-C-Inter-A-C (Meas 1-8)-End
INTRO
1-2 (Shad Pos DW Lf Ft Free For Bob) WAIT 2 MEAS;;
3-4 SD LUNGE, HOLD; REC HOLD (W TRN TRANS);
PART A
1-2 (CP/WALL) OP HIP TWIST; FAN;
3-4 INTERRUPTED STOP & GO HKY STK- EXTEND ARMS;
5-8 FINISH STOP & GO HKY STK; HKY STK;; CUCARACRA TCH;
9 -12 OPEN BRK TO BFLY; CRAB WKS;; SPOT TRN;
13 -16 CHASE PEEK-A-B00;;;;
PART B
1-4 (CP/WALL) CROSS BODY;; SD WALKS;;
5-8 (CP/COH) CROSS BODY;; SD WALKS;;
PART C
1-4 (LD HND JND) 1/2 BASIC; FAN; HKY STK (JN R HNDS) FC DRW;;
5-8 (R HND JND) FWD HOLD (W DEVELOP); BK SD CLOSE;
9-12 CUCARACHA TWICE;; ALEMANA;; LARIAT;;
13-16 NEW YORKER; AIDA; SWITCH RK; SPOT TRN TO BFLY;
INTERLUDE
1-4 NEW YORKER TWICE;; 1/2 BASIC; FACING FAN;
5-8 MOD 1/2 BASIC; BK WKS CHG HNDS;; UNDERARM TRN FC WALL;
ENDING
1-2 (LOP/FC) OP HIP TWIST; FAN;
3-4 INTERRUPTED STOP & GO HKY STK; QUICK EXTEND ARMS;
If you should need any further help with cute sayings or cue
sheets, you can contact me throughASD, PO Box 777, N. Scituate, RI
02857; 401-647-9688; fax: 401-647-3227; E-mail: ASDMAG@loa.com;
Internet: www.dosido.com.

Nothing on earth has a harder
road to travel than a new idea.
American SquareDance, January 2000
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Mike Seastrom
Mike began dancing in 1960 after
losing a Rose Bowl football bet to his
mother earlier that year. His debt was
paid by attending at least three
lessons, but by then he was hooked. He
began calling in 1963 and taught
classes during his high school years
between football, baseball and track.
Mike met Gail in high school in 1967,
and they've been involved in square
dancing together ever since.
Mike and Gail are both natives of
Los Angeles and grew up in the San
Fernando Valley. They moved briefly
to San Diego to attend college and then
back to Los Angeles where Mike
received his doctorate in dentistry at
the University of Southern California.
The Seastroms are members of
CALLERLAB, the International Association of Square Dance Callers. Mike
has served as chairman of several
CALLERLAB committees, been on the
Board of Governors, and served as
Chairman of the Board for two years.
Calling has not only allowed the
Seastroms the opportunity to travel
around the country extensively, they
both present seminars and serve on
panels on various aspects of the square
dance activity in the United States and
internationally. Due to a large part of
work that CALLERLAB has done on
standardization, square dancing is the

32

same all over the world and is always
called in English.
Mike teaches a square dance class
for the Valley Trailers Square Dance
Club every Tuesday evening in Tarzana,
California. He also records square
dance records for Rhythm Records and
recently completed an Introduction to
Contra Dancing package for R&R
Video, with the California Contra
Callers Association.
As a practicing dentist, calling is an
avocation for Mike, He gets tremendous support and inspiration from
Gail, his wife of 27 years and their two
busy sons, Mark and Jim.
What favorite Hash and Singing
Call Records are in his case?
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LEARN BY VIDEO
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

SINCE 1984

P.O. BOX 215734 - SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 929-6606 OR TOLL FREE 1-800-874-4643
EMAIL: lgoldstar@netscape.net
WEB://members.xoom.com/GOLDSTARVP/

VHS TAPES - $29.95

PAL TAPES - $39.95

PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
1. BASIC I TRAINING TAPE (1-23)
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE (24-49)
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus
ADVANCED SQ. DANCE TAPES
6. A - 1 PART A
7. A - 1 PART B
8. A - DANCE TIPS
9. A - 2 PART 1
10. A - 2 PART 2

ROUND DANCE TAPES
11. WALTZ BASICS
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - #1
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - #2
14. EASY LEVEL ROUNDS
(12 TWO STEP, 6 WALTZ)
15. PHASE III WALTZ/FOXTROT
16. PHASE III CHA CHA/RHUMBA
17. PHASE III TANGO/JIVE/TWO STEP
18. PHASE IV WALTZ
19. PHASE IV FOXTROT
20. PHASE IV CHA CHA/RHUMBA
21. PHASE IV JIVE/WEST COAST SWING
22. PHASE IV PASO DOBLE/QUICKSTEP
DANCE BY DEFINITION
23. DBD PLUS

HOW TO ORDER: SEND A CHECK, CALL US, EMAIL US U.S. FUNDS ONLY
WE ACCEPT VISA - MASTERCARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS: 7.75% SALES TAX SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
EACH TAPE: $3.95 - U.S. $5.00 - CANADA $12.00 - OUTSIDE U.S.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Hash Records
Label
Over Easy
ESP
J & J Hoedown
Platinum Records
Blues Berry Hill
MCA Records
Buzzy's Hoedown Rockin M Records
Twister
ESP
Circle Rhythm
Rhythm Records
Workin/Playin
Royal Records
Solid Gold
Chaka Hoedown
American SquareDance, January 2000

Label
Singing Calls
God Bless the USA
Global Music
ESP
Right on the Money
Let's Get Away from It All Global Music
Red Boot
Blue Moon of Kentucky
Love Potion # 9
Aussie Tempos
Rhythm Records
Up a Lazy River
Make the World Go Away Royal Records
California Here I Come
Blue Star
Patricia Scott & Nick Cline
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AfliE DAVE
Dear Dave,
We belong to a square
dance club with about 40
members in Indiana where
we do both square and
round dancing. Since you
are in California and we are
in the Midwest, tell us your
opinion on adding line dancing and C/W couples dancing to our club's menu?
Would it hurt us or help us?
I have noticed on some of
the web sites from California, that they have already
added C/W to their schedules. Do you know how it is
working out? If so, how does
one go about making room
for the line dancing and
couples dancing without
hurting the square dancing
and round dancing?
Sam and Glenda Olive
Indiana

I understand your concerns about
dancing in Indiana, because I moved
here from Indiana. Reactions and results here on the west coast are mixed.
The few mainstream clubs seem to
have greater success with line and CW
dancing. At the plus level there are
simply more round dancers because
the average dancer has been dancing
longer therefore line and CW dancing
don't do as well.
Making room for lines and CW dancing is a sticky matter at best. Do not
34
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forget... this is a
square dance and
round dancing, lines, and CW are fillers between squares. Most dances have
from 4 to 6 breaks between squares and
time should not be taken away from the
square dancing.
As an incentive for round dancers,
you could offer pre-rounds before the
dance. Alternately, you might offer preline dancing. After the dance begins, try
one break of lines, and one break of CW
intermingled with the rounds. Remember, if one couple is dancing and everyone else is watching, that is an exhibition and you should be making changes.
In a sentence, "Make your changes
slowly, with forethought, and pay attention to dancer comments."
A Perfect Time

This is a great time to be starting
another class and many clubs are successfully doing just that. New classes
in January and February! What a super way to pick up the fallouts and
friends of fall dance class.
Finally available via the internet
"SQUAREDANCEMANSHIP" Check it
out http://www.dave-gipson.com
Have a problem? Need an opinion?
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands
and answering questions as only he
can, with plain talk, common sense
and humor.
DAVE GIPSON - P.O. Box 491525
Redding, CA 96049; 530-222-4802
dave®dave-gipson.com
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• NEW KARAOKE SING-A-LONG SONGS
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RWH-817 HONKY TONK ANGELS by Dale

• NEW HOEDOWNS
RWH-526 HOME RUN & HAIL MARY (2-Sided)
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• NEW ROUND DANCES
RWH-807 IF YOU'RE LOVIN' ME by M ke
• SIZZLING SELLERS
RWH-210 MANSION ON THE HILL by Hank
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RWH-213 PATRIOTIC MEDLEY by Tom
a
RWH-212 SANTO DOMINGO by Jerry
Hank
Lutcher
RWH-211 LET'S GO SPEND YOUR MONEY by Grace
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RWH-214 MY HAPPINESS by Larry

Mike Seurer
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Otto Degner
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17
Write for 12
your free OltIftIQ

copy of our
J
2000
J7
Catalog 4

HAPPY NEW YEAR 2000!

Dick Waibel Enterprises, 6168 N. Stockdale Drive, Fresno, CA 93722-3230
Voice: 559-275-7076 — FAX: 559-275-8119 — E-mail: producer@rawhide-records.com
Visit Our Web Site: http://rawhide-records.com
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Nd Foot,
NEW ZEALAND DANCING:
DIFFERENCES VS. U.S.A.
Last month I described a four week
calling tour my wife and I made to New
Zealand in August and September.
This month I thought it would be
interesting to list the differences
between square dancing in New
Zealand and in the U.S. at the
Mainstream and Plus programs. Can
we learn anything from dancers in New
Zealand?
1.Dancers square up quickly. Within
30-45 seconds all squares are filled.
There is very little begging of dancers to
get up as often occurs in the U.S.
2. People dance. They know how to
move to music, they look good on the
floor. In the U.S. much of our activity is
not square "dance" but square "walk."
3. People will swing at home if the
caller calls it, in both patter and
singing calls. In the U.S. many if not
most dancers ignore this call.
4. Far fewer dancers sit out tips in
New Zealand.
Note: If after reading items #1-4
someone is tempted to say: "The
reason for these differences is that
dancers in the U.S. are older," forget it.
The age distribution of dancers at the
15 Mainstream and Plus dances I called
was identical to that of the U.S., and
this included many retired people.
36

5. Singing call substitutions. When
the patter portion of the tip is over,
people automatically leave the square,
go to those sitting out, and personally
invite them to take their place in the
square for the singing call, in order that
they may have a chance to dance too.
Talk about the square dance spirit in
action!
6. Extra girls at a dance are not a
problem, because most of them have
learned the boy's part. So two girls
dancing together is quite common, and
the extra girls get to dance as much as
anyone else. Contrast this with the
attitude common in the U.S., where
girls say: "I don't dance the boy's part,"
so they sit most of the night.
7. Identifying the girls who are
dancing as a man is done by having
them wear a bright red ribbon sash.
The club keeps a supply of these on a
table for whoever needs one. It is easily
visible from all sides by the dancers
and the caller. In the U.S., if any
identification is used at all', it will be
either a small badge which says "BOY"
(which can not be seen from the back
and is not readily visible even from the
front), or a large bib (which most girls
do not like).
Note: I called in Sweden in NovemAmerican SquareDance, January 2000

Lake Champlain Squares

presents the 31s' ANNUAL

MAPLE SUGAR qi DANCE FESTIVAL
MARCH 10 & 11, 2000
SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT - MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL
—CALLERS

STEVE KOPMAN
RON LIBBY
JOHN MARSHALL
TOM MILLER
CUER

DON & PAT BRANN

Mainstream, Plus, Al, A2, Cl & Rounds Program
Pre-Registered Dance Fee Until Feb. 15, 2000
WEEKEND DANCE PACKAGE $54.00 (U.S. Funds), after Feb. 15, 2000 $59.00 (U.S. Funds)
Square Dance Attire Evening Sessions, (Optional Saturday Workshops); Soft Sole Shoes, Please
For Information, call (802) 865-9715 or (802) 453-5161

ber and the red sash is being used there
also. If clubs in the U.S. would adopt
this procedure, it might encourage
girls to dance the boy's part. The sash
looks sharp and everyone in the square
instantly knows if a girl is dancing the
boy's part.
Note #2: When extra girls at a
dance complain to me that they sit out
much of the time and I then suggest to
them that they learn the boy's part, you
would think I wanted them to learn to
sky dive. In actuality there are only
about 6-8 calls which are different for
the boys; for the rest it is simply "the
call" - there is no boy's part or girl's
part. Girls who can dance the boy's
part get all the dancing they want. For
girls who refuse to learn the boy's partthey can have fun sitting out.
8. Dancers are far better at Mainstream and Plus than in the U.S. (see last
month's article).
9. Mainstream and Plus dancers
love "at home" resolves in patter
American SquareDance, January 2000

calling (ie. with no Left Allemande,
Right and Left Grand or Promenade),
and will applaud whenever this happens. In the U.S. dancers feel this is a
letdown and only seem to appreciate
this starting at Advanced.
New Zealand is one of the friendliest
countries I have ever visited. Store sales
clerks and owners are always asking
about your trip, truck drivers regularly
pull on to the shoulder on two-lane
roads to let you pass, and gas station
attendants automatically wash your
windows. Add to this no tipping, no
sales tax, low prices (due to very
favorable exchange rates), and spectacular scenery (especially in the South
Island), and this makes for a country
that is definitely worth visiting.
My thoughts and prayers go
out to the family of Marty
Firstenburg, who passed away
in early November. He was
from Anaheim, CA %
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ON THE RECORD
Recent square dance record releases with
commentary
bY

CHRIS PINKHAM
PO Box 1419
Hillsboro, NH 03244
(603) 464-5821

TITLE - Label
ARTIST
Live, Laugh, Love - ESP- 1040
Elmer Sheffield
By the time you read this review, this music will have been available for several
weeks, but-what a way to welcome in the New Year. One of my favorite tunes to
come along in several months, happy and spirited, with a Carribbean air, this fun
piece of music has shown to "influence the excitement level of the dance floor in a
significant and positive manner" or more simply put, "it rocks." Add to that the
key change in the closer and you have a great crowd pleaser. Hds(Sds) Square
Thru 4, Do Sa Do, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Cast off 3/4, Boy Run Around that
Girl, Girl Run around that Boy once and 1/2, Star Thru all Promenade!
Bye, Bye Love - GMP-927
Jerry Jestin
A toss up for dance of the month this time around. I still like Everly Brothers music
so it was nice to see this tune show up. Signature GMP energy and faith to the
melody-and that percussion punch at resolution. Opportunities for singing at the
break with a Grand Square. Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, RH Star-Full Turn,
Reverse the Star By the Left-Full Turn, Boys Turn Around and Touch 1/4,
Scoot Back, Boys Run, R&L Thru, Slide Thru, Swing Corner and Promenade!
Jingle Bell Rock - RYL-322 Jerry Story / Tony Oxendine
Too late for the December review but never to late to add a nice piece of Christmas
music to your holiday collection. Jazzy and smooth with a nice bass line and sleigh
bells too! Well done and fun-one of my keepers this month. Hds(Sds) Square Thru
4, RH Star, LH Star, R&L Thru, Swing Thru Boy Run Right, 1/2 Tag, Corner
Swing & Promenade!
Oh, Come All Ye Faithful /Red Wing - BMV-19 Hoedowns
Let's keep the Christmas theme going for a moment or two longer. "Oh, Come All
Ye" is an interesting piece to say the least. Using that well known carole for the
melody line in concert with a strong and energetic square dance tilt, BMV has
come up with a challenging record to call to. Typically great music for dancing and
listening. "Red Wing" is a 33 1/3 RPM long play-very bluegrass in style. Both
pieces make for a good value on one record.
38
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Twelve Days of Christmas/Stompin' Hoedown - BMV-20
Hoedowns
With some practice, "Twelve Days" can become an interesting centerpiece for
your holiday dances. Great banjo work and a very lively instrumental. "Stompin'
Hoedown" has that bam dance happy feel with a jumpin' fiddle and frantic five
string. Another good hoedown value with two good sides. This ends the Christmas
music from the last century, let's hope that this century's music is just as good.

Be A Football Hero - MAC-2427

John Saunders

Not exactly new, but timeless in a sense. A march, a dance let's take to the field
with this tune. Dancers always seem to enjoy familiar melodies and the whole
floor wants to sing with you. Hds(Sds) Promenade 1/2, Pass the Ocean, Extend,
Ladies Trade, Swing Thru, Spin The Top, Recycle, Square Thru 3, Corner
Swing & Promenade!

A Change Would Do You Good - SG-607 Dean Dederman
Here's a smokey/mellow piece with background vocals cut in on the instrumental
side. Normally I do not buy records with background vocals cut in because I like
singing by myself or singingwith a live person next to me. The vocals worked here
because they blend well into the instrumental and can be treated as such. Nice
rock/country feel strong on percussion. Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do,
Swing Thru, Spin The Top, R&L Thru, Flutterwheel, Sweep 1/4, Corner
Swing & Promenade!

What Are You Doing New Year's Eve - SR-2000 Jim Wass
Worth owning for the vinyl alone as this record comes pressed in gorgeous ruby
red, this tune also has musical merit. Very pleasant, mellow and jazzy.
Emphasis on piano, some horns - this needs to be worked up for a nice holiday
number. Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Slide Thru, R&L Thru, Ladies
Lead Dixie Style to an 0.W., Cross Fold, Pass Thru, A.L. Come back one
Swing & Promenade!

Happy Together - EAG-3410

SusanElaine Packer

A very upbeat cover of the old Turtles tune from the sixties. Fun positive, driving,
and an almost carnival like feel to the music-great for any male or female caller.
Hds(Sds) Lead Right, Circle to a Line, F&B, Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal, Centers
Do Si Do to a Wave, Ctrs. Swing Thru, Turn Thru, Corner Swing & Promenade!

Patriotic Medley - RWH-213.

Tom Rudeboek

A medley of America the Beautiful and Grand Old Flag, this tune will make a good
addition to any caller's holiday collection. An interesting closer to this longer play
record with all joining in at the end to sing America the Beautiful. Nice touch!
Hds(Sds) Prom. 1/2, Sds(Hds) Square Thru 4, R&L Thru, 8 Chain Six, Corner
Swing & Promenade!
American SquareDance, January 2000
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NEW LINE Of 7
CALIFORNIA
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats
8331 Pinecrest Drive
Redwood Valley CA 95470
(800) 468-6423
http://www.squareshop.com
Free Swatches, Flyers
SQUARE D FASHIONS
5821 Auburn Blvd Ste 5
Sacramento CA 95841-1207
(916) 344-0346

ILLINOIS
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
7215 W Irving Park Rd
Chicago, IL 60634

KANSAS
13/1- SQUARE DANCE SHOP
635 E 47th St.
Wichita KS 67216
1 blk. W of 1-35, Exit 42
(316) 522-6670,
Closed Sun & Mon
Mail Orders & MC & Visa Card

MASSACHUSETTS
MEG SIMKINS
119 Allen St
Hampden MA 01036
(413) 566-3349
Everything for Square Dancers
Send tor our free catalog.

TEXAS
STAHLY'S STITCHERY
PO Box 2195
Manomet, MA 02345
(508) 224-7077
Hard to find sizes our specialty
Send for our extended size
catalog

OKLAHOMA
PROMENADE PARADE
1709 N Lelia
Guymon OK 73942
Orders: (800) 200-9894
Customer Service Evenings and
Weekends: (580) 338-2573
www.webtex.com/promenade
Send for FREE CATALOG

BARBARA'S DANCE FASHIONS
204 W Holloway Dr
Hurst TX 76053
800-643-6727 - fax (817) 282-2295
SHOP ON LINE
www.ipbnet.com/Barbaras_Fashions
e-mail:
BarbaraDanceFashions@netscape.net
THE CATCHALL
2310 Brook Hollow Dr
Wichita Falls TX 763082206
Square & Round Dance Regalia
Immediate Mail Order Service
Call: (940) 692-8814
e-mail: catchallOwl.net

WASHINGTON
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
14523 Highway 99 51
Lynnwood WA 98037
Toll Free (800) 344-3262
Describe it, we'll find it!

Searching for Square and Round Dance Clothing?
Order from these shops!
He's Been So Good To Me - RMR-2000

J Gorski/S Savell

Lively and spiritually based-works up great as a duet, trio etc. Nice musical break.
Give it a listen. Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Wheel
& Deal, R&L Thru, Dive Thru, Square Thru 3, Corner Swing and Promenade!

Raining Here This Morning - CRC-127 Matt & Bob Worley
A very energetic tune-a typical trait of Crown Records that belies the bluish lyrics,
not for that relaxing point in your dance as this one'll wake'em up! Great picking
and fiddling. Hds(Sds) Prom. 1/2, R&L Thru, Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Star
Thru, Pass Thru, Partner Trade, Slide Thru, Swing Corner & Promenade!
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Jubilee - RB-3082
Don Williamson
Although your reviewer was not familiar with an origial tune, I found this piece to
have a lot of "sunshine." A fine upbeat instrumental with a tambourine tossed in
for good measure! Hds(Sds) Prom, 1/2, Square Thru 4, Touch 1/4, Scoot Back,
Boys Run, Star Thru, Pass Thru, Trade By, Corner Swing & Promenade!
Ragtime Annie / Heck Among The Yearlings - BM-1028
Hoedown
"Ragtime Annie" has that traditional barn dance feel-active lead fiddle, stand up
bass, "Heck Among The Yearlings" uses the boomchucka beat-piano and guitar
leads, Two sided hoedowns are always a good deal because you most always find
one you like.
Little Red Wagon - JPESP-7099
Bill Harrison
Upbeat number with hoedown possibilities-good pickin', JPESP music. I
always offer my sweetheart a ride in my little red wagon, it just says "Subaru"
on the side panel. Listen for that key change in the closer! Hds(Sds)
Promenade 1/2, Pass The Ocean, Extend, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Tag the
Line, Face Right, Ferris Wheel, Centers Pass Thru, Single Circle, Rear
Back, Corner Swing & Promenade!
God Must Have Spent A Little More Time On You - G311P-209
M. Bramlett
Signature GMP music work this one up and you'll have a great showpiece of a
current pop tune. Check out and walk thru the alternate figure with the record for
some interesting dancing. Hds(Sds) Prom, 1/2, Square Thru 4, R&L Thru, Veer
to the Left, Couples Circulate, 1/2 Tag, Scoot Back 2X, Corner Swing & Prom!
I LoveYou Because - ESP-1039
E Sheffield/D McMillan
One of my keepers for the month - good duet of single material with that patented
ESP sound. Nice sentiment in the lyrics the dancers pick up and join in on quickly.
Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, RH Star, LH Star, R&L Thru, Veer to the Left, Bend
the Line, Boys Walk Straight Across Swing Corner and Promenade!
Great month for square dance music.
See you next month.
Web site: www.chrispinkham.com; e-mail: info@chrispinkham.com
Recordings reviewed are supplied by
Supreme Audio/Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 800-445-7398
If you were to kick the person responsible
for most of your problems and mistakes,
you wouldn't be able to sit down for six months.
American SquareDance, January 2000
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ADVEirrisEns WANTED!
THIS
PAGE
WAS
ALMOST
LEFT
BLANK!
Do you want to reach thousands of
Square and Round Dancers?

Contact:
American SquareDance
PO Box 777
N Scituate RI 02857
401-647-9688
800-333-6236
asdmag@loa.com
www.dosido.com
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ItouND DANCE
PVLSE POLL
BEV & BOB CASTEEL
Dear Friends,
Can you believe the Y2K year 2000 is here? We hope that you made it
through the transition with no problems. We all have been working hard this
past year making sure all of our friends, vendors, etc have been Y2K compliant
and the time is here to test their responses. Hope you too were without any
great difficulties. Now on with the show.

Chicagoland Round Dance
Leaders' Society
Teach of the Month for
November 1999
Phase II
Sh Boom (Parker) TS/Coll 4234
The Crew Cuts
Phase III
House of Blue Lights (Easterday) TS
Jive/SP 798 & Epic 15-08461
Phase IV
Christmas Bride (Rotscheid) IV/WZ
Star 107
Phase V
Patricia Cha (Worlock) V/SP 333
Phase VI
Begin to Color Me (Read) SP

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
November 1999
Phase II
Rainbows to Dreams (Thompson/
Simmons)
Phase In
Kokomo (Filardo)
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Southwestern Ohio Square
Dancers' Federation
November/December 1999
Phase II
Sh Boom (Parker) TS/Coll 4234
The Crew Cuts
Phase IV
Just Thinking of You (Lefeavers)
Classic
Hallelujah (Reeder) Vernon 010
Classic

Toronto & District Square &
Round Dance Assoc, Inc.
Phase II ROM
October 1999
Lilac Time (Auria) Win 4700 or 4734
November 1999
Paper Moon II (Rumble) TS/SP 323
December 1999
Bubbles (Sanders) II+ 1/WZ/ C 604
Phase IV
Calienta IV (Szabo) IV+2/R
Roper 251
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GRENN, INC.
Latest ROUND DANCE:

GR 17250 LINGER AWHILE P-2 two-step
by Hank & Jetty Walstra

New ROUND DANCE to old GRENN record:
GR 38002 DREAM TANGO P-6 tango by Ronnie & Bonnie Bond

P.O. BOX 216
Washington State
December 1999
Phase II
He'll Have To Go (?) Coll 4745
Popular Dances/Teaches
DRDC Top Teaches as Reported in November 1999
newsletter
1. Sway 4 me (Rumble) IV+2/C
SP 315
2. Salsa Café (Shibata) V+ 1+ 1/
Salsa SP 339
3. Arriba N (Hartung) IV/R/ SP flip
Lili
4. Begin to Color Me (Read) VI
5. In Time (Filardo) N+2/FT-Jive
SP 318
6. Paper Moon II (Rumble) TS
SP 323
You Rumba (Esqueda) VI
7. Bandstand Boogie (Easterday) V
Single Swing/Star 106
Crazy (Slater) V/Bolero/SP 317
House of Blue Lights (Easterday)
III+2/TS-J/Epie 15-08461
8. 2000 Blues (KB Nelson) IV/Jive
Belco 426
Dansero Cha (Slater) III+1/C
44

BATH, OH 44210
Hoc 602
I Can Help 99 (Buck) III+2/Jive/
Flip Jean III
Kokomo (Filardo) III+2/Cha
Elektra The Beach Boys
Shortenin' Bread (Raye) 111+1/
TS
AS 13147 The Tractors
Yellow Polkadot Bikini (Scott) Ill+1/
C/ MCA 60027 Brian Hyland
Young Lovers (Hartung) IV/WZ
SP flip When She Smiles
9. Been There Done That (Rumble)
VVJ/SP 317
Bye Bye Blues (Palmquist) VI
When Can I Touch You
(Easterday) VI WZ
Whispers of The Wind
(Stairwalt) V/B/Star 105
10. Dancing With Tears In My Eyes
(Raybuck) Ill+2
Hennessey's Island (Vincent) III
TS/SP 330
Last Cheaters Waltz (Scott) IV/
WB 49024 TG Sheppard
Rumba Sorrento (Migilarini) VI
Wrap Your Troubles In Dreams
(Rotscheid) IV/Star 107-A
11. An Affair To Remember (Slater)
V/FT/SP 317
And I Love You So (Childers)
American SquareDance, January 2000

YAKs
A

YAK STACK
PO Box 361
Tolland, CT 06084-0361

THE YAK
STAND

FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR TO PLACE AN ORDER
Call: (860) 647-7530
FAX: (860) 870-4546

The ultimate in stand quality. The
YAK Stand has a unique, easy to use
push button lever for height
adjustment. It is made of lightweight
anodized aluminum, weighing only
8 lbs and extends to 8 1/2 feet.
OUR STAND COMES WITH THE
STAND ADAPTER BRACKET AND
CARRYING CASE.

•

MasterCard

$249.00

(Plus Shipping)

V+2/R/ RCA GB 1047-A

Perry Como
Argentina Rumba (Carnevale)
III+1/R/SP
Candida Rumba (Suerer) 111+1
Flashback 9172
Dancez Merengue (Shibata) V
SP 310
I'll Be The One (Jabour) III
Classic
It's Just Cha Cha (Broadwater)
IV+1/C/SP 330
Non Dimenticar (Rumble) 111+1
Classic
Waltz With Us (Esqueda) 111+2
SP 308
Wonderful Wonderful (Gloodt)
II+2/TS/Coll 13-33048
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You Make Me Feel So Young
(Krol) V
Time Alone Will Tell (Blackford)
IV+1/R/Roper 265
In The Mood (Goss) Lindy
Roper 167
Patricia Cha (Worlock) V/SP 323
Berkeley Square (Goss) V+2/FT
Star 110
Cuando Foxtrot (Molitoris) V
Roper 280
Send your round dance
information to:
Bev & Bob Casteel, 1540 Hull Lane
Knoxville, TN 37931; 423-690-5498
e-mail: bevbobcue@aol.com
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Daryl Clendenin
602.983-3013

Bill Helms
503-665-1967

Jerry Junck
602-641-8683

Lanny Weaklend
402-894-0791

"Brand New on Chinook"
CK-135 I Am No Drifter (Jerry)
CK-136 Forbidden Dance (Bill)
CK-137 Cinderella Girl (Daryl)
CK-138 The Longest Time (Daryl & Bill)
CK-518 Flip Hoedowns, Dubber & Patches
CK-1107 Maidens' Prayer, 2 Step (Ron Noble)
Anniversary Waltz (Gene Krueger)

"Brand New on Hoedowner"
HD-133 If That's The Way You Want It (Lanny)
Distributed by
A&F Music Distributors Clackamas, OR 1-800-851-6203
Fax: 1-503-656-3677

Tnacc vrkg Grant WnV.
Join Daryl & Yvonne Clendenin

August 17 - 28, 2000
For information contact:
Sky High Tours
1-800-284-6754
www.cruisetravelcruises.com
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SEWING)
WITH

DONNA IPOCK

Think Spring! The cold months are
just not for me....so my husband, the
smartest man I know, always tells me,
just three months till GOOD weather.
Since we are all in from the cold, it's
time to get started on new projects,
finish the ones we put down (to get
ready for the holidays) and maybe do
some mending. This is a good time to
take inventory of your outfits and see
how you can add to your wardrobe or
redo some items.
Time to pass on this little tip on
yokes for your partners shirts. When I
first started sewing our Square Dance
outfits, I always made a matching shirt
for my husband. Well times they are a
changing, or maybe I'm sewing smarter?
I buy several (lots) of white shirts for my
husband and try to always buy the same
brand. This way I can make yokes from
the fabric of my outfit without too much
trouble. From one of the ready made
shirts I bought, I took off the yoke and

used this as a
pattern for the
yoke to be
made from the
fabric of my outfit. Well this was just too
much work. You have to separate the
yoke from the sleeve, the neck, the
shoulder stitching, you get the idea. I
did just that and believe me when I got
all the pieces back together, it just
didn't look exactly neat. So here is
what works for me.
Trace the yoke by using wax paper,
that's right, wax paper. Place the shirt
on a hard, flat surface, lay the wax
paper on the shirt, then trace one part,
at a time, using the unopened end of a
pen. I use a closed felt tip pen. What
ever you use, just be careful not to get
any ink on the shirt. I label each piece,
ie., Left Yoke, Right Yoke, etc. , and also
add the brand of the shirt since all shirts
are not created equal. My husband likes
the neckband done, so I do the neck too.

!xi Peace Recolta a‘at Suolied,
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours
Office
USA (800) 882-3262
and
Customer Service
Canada (800) 292-2623
(606) 885-9440
Local or Intl (606) 885-9235
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diaSfy's cSiiicSery
Discount Women's & Men's Square Dance Apparel
PO Box 2195 • 665 State Road • Manomet, MA 02345

Phone: 508-224-7077 • Fax: 508-224-2558
Hard to find sizes our specialty!
Women's small - 3XL & Men's shirts small - 4XL
Send for our NEW extended size catalog TODAY!

Everything for your dancing pleasure.
Once you have the patIn the November article, I explained how I make
tern, you are all set to
a
Circle
Skirt. Well most of the time I sew by the seat
make matching yokes for
your partners shirts. The of my pants (petty pants of course) and just take it
wax paper has a ten- for granted that everyone does the same. When it
dency to pick up every was mentioned "Cut a waistband and attach," I
little mark so be sure to should mention that sometimes I use a pattern that
retrace this onto heavier I made or use an existing waistband pattern, if it
paper, brown wrapping fits. An easy way to make your own pattern is take
paper works great. Now your waist measurement, then add 5 inches. Cut on
all you have to do is make the straight grain of fabric, I cut a waistband that is
the yoke from the pattern 6 inches wide by ???? my waist measurement.
This will give you enough room to insert the
and you are ready with a
elastic
and attach the waistband to the skirt using
quick matching shirt to
your outfit. I just sew the 5/8 seam allowances. I attach the waist band to the
yoke on top of the exist- skirt easing to fit and leaving an extra 2 inches on
ing shirt, don't bother each end to be used to attach the hook and eyes or
taking the original yoke button and button hole. The extra inch always comes
off. You can machine in handy since I use 2 inch wide elastic to insert into
baste the yoke on the the waistband, it just makes it look neater. You have
shirt for quick changes. a nice fitting waist and some give too. If you are only
This is what is done for using an elastic gathered waist without a zipper or
most of our outfits. This closing then you need to make your waist band large
works great for our holi- enough to fit comfortably over your hips and still fit
day outfits, it just didn't your waist as snug as you want.
I hope this can clarify things. Let me knowwhat you
seem reasonable to me to
need
and I will be happy to answer any questions.
have a once a year shirt
(next to my once a year
outfit) hanging in the closet. You can outfit, so when the time comes to dress
take the yoke off and keep it with your up all you have to do is baste on a yoke.
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SQUARE DANCE TAPES
Levels: Basic -- A-2
Also Available:
Round Dance, Contra,
Clogging,
and others

VIDEO
INTERNATIONAL
Instructional Dance Tapes

3649 Whittier Blvd. L.A., CA 90023

(323) 262-5942
(FAX) 262-0443 or 262-2714
E-Mail: randrvideo@aol.com
VISA - MC - DISCOVER Accepted

This is easier if you sew the yoke all
together as one piece, instead of the
three pieces, pieced together. You can
serge the edges with a decorative thread
and this works as a little something extra
on an otherwise humdrum shirt. Make
him look SPIFFY too!
Now for the tips....be sure to take any
dark colored yoke off a white shirt
before washing, (this is where the
basting comes in handy), you don't want
to ruin a nice white shirt if the fabric on
the yoke is going to bleed. I still prewash
all my fabric before sewing, but
sometimes there will still be that
Murphy s Law thing and a surprise color
shows up on something. Be sure to
wash the yoke when you are washing
your matching outfit, this way, if any
fading is going to occur, it will happen to
both fabrics and you won't have your
outfit just a shade different than his
yoke. I have traced several yoke
patterns from different brands of
Square Dance shirts and can tell you
they don't mix and mingle well. By that
I mean that a Malco yoke won't fit on a
Mesquite yoke, or a Ely Plains. Also
American SquareDance, January 2000

check to make sure that the shirts all
have the same style back yoke. Some
have a double point in the back while
others have just the one. Be sure to
mark the pattern with the brand name
and size. It s a good thing to keep these
patterns in a zip lock plastic bag since
they are small pieces. Be sure to shop
around for these shirts. Sometimes at
the State and National Conventions the
vendors will have a two for the price of
one on plain shirts. The matching yoke
can be placed on any ready made shirt
of any color that will coordinate with
your outfit, not just a white shirt, you
just have to have your eyes open for the
perfect match that will compliment your
outfit. It is always nice to have a
matching shirt for your partner. Even if
you don't do your own sewing, you can
still have a matching yoke made when
your outfit is sewn for you. Then you
can have matchingoutfits ready in ajiffy
with some simple hand basting. Remember that sewing is fun, not some
time-consuming chore and anytime I
can find a short cut that works...I 11 do it!
Sew Happy!
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appy New Year and welcome to the new Millennium. We hope the last century was kind to you and wish you a fun new Millennium. It is time to renew
and look forward to what we need in the CW activity. The new music that is
coming out is exciting as well as some of the newer dances.
It is time to try to interest the younger people in the activity. If you are dancing you are staying out of trouble and learning to cooperate with others. The
discipline it takes to learn to dance is something they will use the rest of their
lives in many, many ways.
The social aspects of dancing and associating with other who have the same
interest is extremely important in developing social skills which will serve them
well in their adult life.
This months dance is called the Millennium and comes to us from the UK.

H

MILLENNIUM
DANCE: Line Dance 4 Walls
COUNTS: 32
MUSIC: "Millennium" by Robbie Williams LEVEL: Beginner/Intermediate
Count:

Description:

HEEL/HEEL/STEP/LOCK/STEP
1 Touch right heel forward
2 Touch right heel to right side
3 Step back on right
& Lock left across right
4 Step back on right
TOE/TOE/STEP/LOCK/STEP
5 Touch left toe to left side
6 Touch left toe back
7 Step forward on left
& Lock right behind left
8 Step forward on left

HA II
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STEP/PIVOT/TURNING SHUFFLE
9 Step forward right
10 Pivot 1/2 left
11 Right shuffle forward,
turning 1/2 left on right
& Left
12 Right
ROCK/RECOVER,/STEP/
LOCK/STEP
13 Rock back on left
14 Recover forward on right
15 Step forward on left
& Lock right behind left
16 Step forward on left

NEW YEAR
American SquareDance, January 2000
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Skip & Jennifer
Cleland

OW17

Jim Wass

Photo Not
Available

Doug Jernigan

Sonya Savell

Wayne Morvent

Bengt Geleff

New Releases from Rockin' M Records
AMR 2000 HE'S BEEN SO GOOD TO ME - Sonya/John
(Special Guest Appearance by John Gorski)
RMR 2001 I GO TO PIECES - Sonya
RMR 2002 THEN WHAT - Skip & Jennifer
RMR 2100 ONE IN A MILLION - Skip & Jennifer
RMR 803 TALKIN' TO HANK - Doug
RMR 902 BEFORE I MET YOU - Krister/Henrik
RMR 008 CAJUN DEW - Bengt
RMR 123 GREAT AFTERNOON - Wayne

Krister Pettersson

New Releases from Stampede Records
SR 2000 WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW YEAR'S EVE - Jim
Henrik Nilsson
SR 304 I'LL BE THE ONE - Skip & Jennifer
SR 602 BLUE LADY - Claes

New Releases from TJ Records
TJ 2000 I'LL TELL ME MA - Hoedown/Sonya

Mike Liston

Write or Email us for FREE CATALOG.
Visit us at the 49'h Nationals - Booth #117

Claes Hjelm

PRODUCED BY: Sonya Savell and Terry Jones P.O. Box 271937, Oklahoma City, OK 73137-1937
Http://rockinm.com ill Email: rockinnirecords@netscape.net

17
18
19
&
20

ROCK/RECOVER/CHASSE
Rock right to right side
Recover left to left side
Step right to right side
Step left next to right
Step right to right side

ROCK/RECOVER/STEP/TURN
21 Rock left behind right
22 Recover right forward
23 Step left forward,
turning 3/4 right on ball of left
24 Step forward on right

25
26
27
&
28

ROCK/RECOVER/CHASSE
Rock left to left side
Recover right to right side
Step left to left side
Step right next to left
Step left to left side

ROCK/RECOVER/STEP/TURN
29 Rock right behind left
30 Recover forward on left
31 Step right to right side,
turning 1/2 left on ball of right
32 Step forward on left
Repeat
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CLUB LEADERSHIP NOTES
Bernie Coulthurst

As I mentioned last month, I was
honored to be the special guest
speaker at the Management Information Forum sponsored by the Eastern
District Square & Round Dance
Association in Manchester, New Hampshire, on October 3. We covered the
Principles of Marketing and the
importance of enthusiastic leadership.
This forum was a Mini-LEGACY
Education Seminar. Wisconsin held
their Mini-LEGACY seminar, called
ECCO (an acronym for Education
Communication & Club Organization),
on October 16. Does your area hold an
education leadership seminar annually for square dance leaders? If you
do, great! If you don't, why not plan to
have a Mini-LEGACY Education Seminar this year. LEGACY trustees are
willing to help you get started. It is
easier than you think to put on an
educational seminar. Why not give
LEGACY a call today to learn more
about educational seminars - 414-5673454. You will be glad you did!
My skin cancer pathology report
came back negative. Now it is just a
matter of waiting to see if it comes
back or shows up in another location.
The surgeon was quite positive about
the outcome. Thanks to all that
expressed their concern to me.
It is January 2000 - what are your
new year's resolutions concerning
your club and square dancing? Resolu52

tions are just another word for goals. I
like goals, especially if they are
selected after considerable thought
and are reasonably reachable.
Here are some suggestions for your
club's 2000 goals:
1. Definitely have a new dancer
dance program this year! Every club
needs "new blood" to replace the
dancers who have left the activity for
health reasons, etc.
2. Don't accept statements like "we
can't find any new dancers!" There is
no such thing as "can't;" please call us
and we will give you some hints to get a
new group going this year.
3. Set up a permanent "Square
Dance Marketing " Committee! Your
club and square dancing are still the
best kept secret in your community. It
is time to tell your little world about
your club and the fun you are having
square dancing.
4. Have at least six theme dances
this year and really market them to
other clubs near your town. All clubs
could use four or six squares of visiting
dancers.
5. Have your club caller call only
half of your club dances; invite guest
callers for the other half. This setup is
good for your caller and good for your
dancers. It is good to dance to other
callers regularly.
6. Visit at least six other clubs
during the year 2000! If you visit other
American SquareDance, January 2000

Alaska Cruise
with Steve

Kopman and Ray Brendzy
July 23 - 30, 2000

Seven (7) Days aboard the Beautiful New Vision of the Seas,
Square Dancing Daily, Large Staterooms, Panaromic views of the
Alaskan Landscapes, All Meals (plus 24 hour complimentary room
service), Nightly Entertainment, Private Welcome Cocktail Reception,
Indoor/Outdoor Pool in a Solarium with Sliding Glass Roof,
ShipShape Fitness Center, Casino Royale, and Much, Much, More! ! ! !
Vancouver, Cruise the Inside Passage, Hubbard Glacier,
Skagway, Juneau, Haines, Ketchikan, and Cruise the Misty Fjords
Inside Staterooms $1599 Outside Staterooms $1899
Come early and go to the Canadian National Convention in Vancouver!
Discount Airfares Available From Most Cities:
A deposit of $300 per person reserves your stateroom.
Make checks payable to Steve Kopman.
For more information or reservations, contact:
Debbie or Steve Kopman;
1021 Bridgestone Place, Knoxveiile, TN 37919 (423) 691-1580
Email: s.kopman@juno.com
*Prices are based on Double Occupancy and quoted in U.S. funds, and Include Cruise,
Port Charges and Goverment Taxes. ($699 p/p for 3'14''a person)

clubs, they will visit your club.
7. Don't mix programs at your
dances. When you mix programs some
dancers will not receive the full
benefits of your dances.
8. Allow your dancers and guests to
wear "street attire" at your dances.
The trend is more casual and you will
have more guests if you mention in
your dance schedule and flyers that
"casual attire" is acceptable - just
come and dance with us.!
9. Prepare a club budget. A budget
is nothingmore than an organized plan
of action. It will help you keep tabs on
expenses and income.
10.Appoint a nominatingcommittee
now for your next election of officers.
American SquareDance,Vanuary 2000

You don't want to say, "My turn is up who wants to be president?" A
nominating committee will help get
good people to lead your club next year.
Please let us or American
SquareDance know about your success of getting Club goals going in
your club. It is an idea that works!
Until next month, Happy Dancing - it is a privilege that will not
last forever.
Bernie Coulthurst is the Editor of Club
Leadership Journal. For a complimentary copy of Club Leadership Journal,
please call 715-824-3245. Our mailing address is POB 766, Plover, WI 54467-0766.
Our e-mail address is clj@wi-net.com.
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L.P.T.D.B.I.S.D
(Any idea what this stands for?)
Have you ever had the satisfying
feeling of dancing in a square where
everything went just right — where all
eight of you seemed to be putting it
together? Perhaps the caller had
settled into a nice relaxed tempo. The
timing allowed you to finish one
movement before starting the next.
You knew what to expect with each
new partner, no surprises, no awkward
little twists and turns or individual
interpretations to spoil the flow. Each
promenade was synchronized so that
you all reached "home" together. And
the music — ah the music, filling the
cadence not so loud as to cover up the
swish, swish sound of the feet on the
dancing surface but sufficiently loud to
tell you that you were dancing. This, for
many, is what it's all about — smooth,
uniform, courteous movement to the
music. This is the joy of dancing well.
Right at the start let us burst a few
bubbles. The measure of a man's (or
woman's) ability to dance well is not
based on how many movements or
basics he knows —but how well he can
put them together — how well he can
dance those movements he does know.
We are assuming that you can all find
your own programs in this activity —
be it the Community Dance Program,
Basic, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced or
Challenge — dependent, of course,
upon what the clubs in your area have
54

to offer and based, logically, on how
frequently you are able to dance.
Smooth Dancing has to do entirely
with your ability as a dancer. There are
those at every plateau who are expert
dancers — able to dance well those
movements listed in their choice of
program. And there are those who are
rough; poor dancers at any plateau.
Why, at this particular point in
time, is dancing well so important?
There are a number of good reasons. A
survey of dancers, dance leaders and
callers taken in recent years has
indicated that a major concern in this
activity today has to do with dropouts
— losing our dancers. There are a
number of reasons for this loss and
one of them we feel, is rough,
inconsiderate dancing.
"We're sorry to be dropping out of
square dancing," a typical letter stated
not long ago, "but the bruises on
Mildred's arm were the last straw. She
overlooked the man who would grab
her sharply in the back in a courtesy
turn, or the one who would twirl her
roughly unexpectedly. She even put up
with the ones who hung on too long in a
right and left grand. But when she felt
her arm ground in a vise-like grip in a
turn thru, we both said, 'that's it.' So
we're hanging up our dance shoes and
checking out."

Begin at the Beginning
Before we get to the advanced
calculus of square dancing we must
American SquareDance, January 2000

start with 1 + 1 = 2. Everything in
square dancing builds from the simple
foundation experiences. When a caller
teaches the do paso for the first time to
his class of new dancers, he is
providing them with a bit of knowledge
they'll be using every time they dance,
whether that means only for the
duration of the class or for the next ten
or twenty years. This is the time the
dancer learns the correct and comfortable way of doing a courtesy turn.
Now don't imagine for a minute just
because we start with something as
simple as a courtesy turn that we're not
going to move into more complicated
realms. We're merely starting at one of
the key spots where much of the
trouble begins. If we get into bad
habits, they're mighty difficult to break
later on and you'll recognize that we do
courtesy turns in eight chain thrus, and
in so many places that if we interpret
the movement incorrectly in the
beginning, that's the way it will always
be. There's a good chance that if you
can do the simple movements comfortably and correctly, you'll have no
problem with the more advanced calls
later on.
STYLING: It is as important here, as

v. Lowe
615-896-2172
samlowe
@belsoulhnet

it is in any swing or turn movement,
that the center of the Courtesy Turn be
the point between two dancers. Each
will move equally in distance and in
tempo. The man will not roughly push
the lady but will work to complement
her. The extended left hand serves as a
direction indicator and the man uses
that left hand to lead — not pull.
The man's hand serves as a guide with
his thumb applying gentle pressure on
the lady's hand.

CENtR
OFTURN
LANDING X I-

In this respect, the "landing field"
technique of the man's palms up and
the lady's palm down will be enhanced
if the man will simply place his thumb
on top of the lady's hand and apply only
a slight indication of pressure to help

Shane Gee
918-485-0362

Guy Adorns
815-654-1061
guya@zta.com

Stan Russel
864-801-0961

RundOcm

HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES
0-928 REBEL BLUES - Hoedown
0-927 LET'S GET BACK TO ME AND YOU - John
0-926 SUMMER WIND - Guy
0-924 GOOD WOMAN BLUES - Sam

Quadrille Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786
(573) 363-5432
e-mail: audiolftddam.net
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him lead and direct. Depending upon
your area, the man's right hand may be
at the lady's waist, either holding her
right hand or she may, with her right,
hold her skirt. COUNT: For comfort
figure on 4 steps to cover 180 degrees.
The opposite of smooth dancing is,
of course, rough dancing and step one
in our campaign of Smooth Dancing is
to point out these rough spots and
suggest ways to sidestep the pitfalls.
Twirls or turn-unders come early in
our square dancing lives and also
remain with us during all of square
dancing. Perhaps the first of these is a
twirl to a promenade. When this is
taught, the man learns that he is not to
twirl the girl. She twirls herself —
using the man's hand as support. Later
will come box the gnat, star thru,
California twirl and curlique — all are
turn-under movements where the girl
turns under and the man offers
support. A rough, hurried move on the
part of the man can cause the lady to
lose her balance.
Armholds, like courtesy turns and
twirls, are part of our workhorse team.
Remember back to those first nights of
beginner class when you were introduced to an allemande left and a do
paso? These were the first of thousands of arm turns you would be doing
during your time as a square dancer.
The important point to remember is
that an armhold is not a grip. The man
does not fasten his talons into the
fleshy part of his partner's arm in
anticipation of drawing blood or seeing
how colorful a bruise he can create.
The comfortable contact is simply the
pressure of the two arms coming
together. Here's the way it's illustrated
in the Basic Movements of Square
56

Dancing Handbook.
„ CENTER
OF TURN

STYLING: The forearm turn should
be a comfortable, non-desperation
movement. Each dancer places his
hand on the inside of the arm of the
person with whom he is to work, past
the wrist, but not past the elbow joint.
The man should hold his hand flat
against the lady's arm. The fingers and
thumb are held in close.

With comfortable/considerate dancing comes a world of square dance
enjoyment. There's a smooth way to do
all the movements. Check your copy of
the Basic Movements Handbook and
see how your dancing habits check out.
Oh yes, we haven't told you what the
initials L.P.T.D.B.I.S.D., stand for.
They were coined a number of years
ago by a group of dedicated and
concerned dancers and callers. Perhaps you've figured it out already:
"Let's Put The Dance Back In Square
Dancing!" Think about it.
After Party Pun
Here's an idea that became an
on-going after party project for
one of our clubs a number of years
American SquareDance, January 2000

Let us help you bring your
group to Branson, Missouri The
Live Entertainment Capitol of the World.
Call us at (800) 333-7349

Join Jim Cholmondeley and
Dennis Mineau for a Fun filled
weekend in Branson. Weekend
package includes food, lodging,
dancing and a Branson show.
Jim's Vest is handmade
By Valorie Hughes
918-456-7195
Cherohawk Trading Co.
Tahlequah, OK

ago. We announced to our members that at our next club meeting
a prize would be given for the best
original limerick having to do with
square dancing
So successful was the initial
venture in that direction that "Limerick Night" became on the of the clubs
most popular party themes.
Here are two winners from several of
the sessions:
A fellow named Archie McNast
Found the girl on his left was real
vast
He went "all around your corner"
Now his taw is a mourner
He's not back yet and five weeks
have passed.
And here's another
Once couple (or else I'm a liar)
Would, while swinging, just not
seem to tire
While their friends cleared a space
American SquareDance, January 2000

August 18 - 20, 2000
Special room rates if you
come early or stay late
They would spin in one place
Till their feet set the dance floor on
fire.

Just to keep things lively the club
officers invented a variation: the
members were supplied the first four
lines of a limerick and a prize went to
the creator of the best final line.
A fellow from Idaho Falls
Got his twingtusted trying new calls
His obedient crew
Knew just what to do
La dada- la dada - la da
Like the contest directions always
say:
"Just fill in the line yourself."
What would your last line have
been?
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NOTES IN A,
NIVTEMELL
FRANK LEscaizunlet
CALLERS NOTES
Norm Wilcox
In last month's 'Adding Creativity
To Your Choreography' article, Norm
discussed some general principles of
programming. This month he gets into
the application of these principles. One
concept that has become apparent in
recent years is the concept of "Microprogramming." This is where the caller
makes hundreds of "programming"
decisions during each tip.
Degree of Difficulty determines a
large portion of the programming
decisions a caller makes. The items
that make a routine more difficult
could be: unknown call; an infrequently
used call; a known call from an
unfamiliar formation; a known call
from an unfamiliar arrangement; requiring the dancers to remember too
much; asking the dancers to keep track
of too much; dancer anticipation;
smooth dancing, or lack of it; thwarting
what the dancers' feel is "right"; any
combination of the above items.
In the Basics and Mainstream
programs, the following calls and
sequences are featured: Ferris Wheel
(from Left-Hand and non-standard
Set-ups; and Slide Thru, continued
from last month's notes, along with
choreo dancing the Mainstream Program. For the Plus Program, Follow
Your Neighbor — along with choreo
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dancing Follow Your Neighbor — is
shown. For those calling Advanced,
there is information on the following
calls: Quarter In and Quarter Out; and
Mini-Busy. Also included is some
choreo with Mini-Busy included.
CHOREO-WISE
David Cox
This month's issue contains more of
the 'Texas-Style' routines. Also included are several different ways to
call (cue) an old, but popular call from
the past: Red Hot.
At the Basics program, several
different methods are shown where
you can use the call Flutterwheel after
turning a Star. These routines are
very smooth, and different, but not
difficult. The Mainstream emphasis
this month is using the Run and Cross
Run family of calls.
This issue examines the call Ping
Pong Circulate on the Plus program.
Also included are some singing call
figures using Ping Pong Circulate.
The material in the Advanced
program includes the call "Pair Off."
Besides being useful for going from a
static square to a Zero Box, it also has
some nice choreographic uses from
formations other than a Squared Set.
For those callers that have called
a call, and then wish they hadn't,
some "Un" Modules are given to get
American SquareDance, January 2000

Slay Play Golf and Square Dance Package Inclusive
The Killearn Country Club & Inn offers non-members a unique opportunity to play one of the
finest golf courses in Florida. We are the former home of the PGA Tallahassee Open and The
LPGA Centel Classic. Killearn Country Club provides an ideal setting for group outings, meetings, or just a relaxing week of golf as well as dancing to International Callers. Our Championship 27 hole golf course coupled with our first class banquet and catering
facilities is a must. The Inn at Killearn provides an excellent venue for all your
golfing needs. In addition our guests have full use of our non-golf facilities, which
includes 8 Tennis courts (4 are clay courts & 6 are lighted), an olympic size swimming
pool, kiddie pool, sun deck, exercise room & informal dining areas. The Stay, Play Golf
& Square Dance Package Includes the following; unlimited play on our 27 hole golf
course, golf cart fee for 18 holes of play, bag storage during stay at the inn, range tokens
for our driving range, room accommodations, a complimentary continental breakfast,
and evening meals are available for all of our inn guests.
Rates:
September-May Single $80. + tax
5 nights $400. + tax
Double $110. + tax 5 nights $500. + tax
June-August
Single $82. + tax
5 nights $350. + tax
Double $99. + tax
5 nights $450. + tax
Golf Card, A.A.A. & MAP Members receive 10% Discount
Square Dancing - Monday
7:30 - 9:30
Caller Elmer Sheffield
Round Dancing - Tuesday
7:30 - 9:30
Cuer Owen Hutchinson
Round Dancing - Wednesday 7:30 - 9:30
Cuer June Leverette
Square Dancing - Thursday
7:30 - 9:30
Caller Peter Richardson
Square Dancing - Friday
7:30 - 9:30
Caller Robert Funderburk
Dancing located at Senior Center on North Monroe & 7th Avenue
May not be used in conjunction with any other special rate
Not available on football weekends

Killearn Country Club & Inn
100 Tyron Circle • Tallahassee, FL 32308
Phone 850-893-2186 • Fax 850-893-8267
you back to where you were before
you called the call.
The Feature Concept this month is
the 'Leader/Trailer' relationship. Although Leaders and Trailers are not
really taught at the Basic and Mainstream programs, it can be very useful
in trying to explain certain calls.
Both Steve Turner and Brian
Hotchkies share their record reviews of
the recently released records. Steve's
email is: turnertempos@bigpond.com
JOHN'S NOTES
John Saunders
It's good to hear reports of new
dancer lessons success stories. John
American SquareDance, January 2000

includes a record review and things of
interest section. There are several
singing call figures listed that are used
in the new songs.
In the DANCING CONTRA section,
by Don Ward, Don begins the first of
two articles for those wanting to learn
to call a contra. Anyone interested in
receiving more information can contact Don at: dward@loop.com.
A couple of Workshop ideas are
included this month. The calls are
Chase the Clover, and Cringe. Chase
the Clover is appropriate for Plus
dancers, and Cringe can be used with
Mainstream dancers.
The Basic Program call featured is
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Silver Sounds

Sounds 2000

Records

New on Silver Sounds

New on Sounds 2000

DITTY BITTY-GO/BAMM

HOTEL CALIFORNIA

Patter Instrumentals

Singing call by Jack O'Leary

SSR-209

S2K-2002

"Happy New Year From Silver Sounds Records"
Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 912, Brookfield, CT 06804 (203) 778-8943
Distributed Exclusively by Supreme Audio / Astec Record Distributors.

U-Turn Back. This is a very versatile
call, and should be called more often
from various formations. Eight Chain
Thru is the highlighted call at the
Mainstream Program. This month for
the Plus Program John explores the
call Grand Swing Thru.
The Advanced and Challenge
Supplement includes: Cast a Shadow;
Single Wheel; and the Phantom Concept/Formation.
MIKE SIDE MANAGEMENT

Stan & Cathie Burdick
Stan and Cathie have joined the
electronic revolution and can now be
reached by email at: tfguild@capital.net
Stan has composed a little 'quiz'
to measure the responsibility and
knowledge as a caller. This is just
between the caller and their conscience. The questions delve into
many of the aspects that it takes to be
a square dance caller.
Styling is a part of the teaching
process that often gets overlooked.
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This can be taught as it pertains to:
Skirt work; Positioning; Hand-hold
rules; Swings; Do-Sa-Do; Twirls; Promenades; Dance timing; along with other
techniques/information that should be
imparted to the dancers.
In the WOW! Workshop section, Lori
Morin and other New England callers
got together to contribute their favorite
WOW choreography. Included are
singing call figures, Return to Home
sequences, and surprise resolves.
You will have a lot of fun and see
amazing adaptability with lines of
three choreography. Three working
with three is a welcome change for
dancers of any level. Since it is
symmetric choreography, you can zero
out the routines with sight if you want
to do so.
Do you publish a note service?
Would like it mentioned here?
Please send it to: 1720 W. Arrow
Highway #83, Upland, CA 91786.
Thanks, Frank.
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DANIZING
CON717,
WITH

DON WARD

Welcome to a new year of contra dancing which I am looking forward to with
new enthusiasm. The first contra for the new year is one that keeps dancers
moving at all times. It is challenging in that all the movements blend with those
adjacent to them. A word of caution, don't try to fit the timing in to neat 8 count
phrases... In spite of this "The Rush" flows and is a real pleasure to dance.
Written by Tom Hinds of Silver Springs, Maryland here is my 2000 kick off
dance, The Rush.
FORMATION; Alt duple, with 1, 3, 5 etc crossed over
INTRO; Men face left, ladies right, with neighbor hold left hands.
Al; NEIGHBOR PULL BY LEFT, ALLEMANDE RIGHT NEXT, Once around till
ladies face across set. You have just encountered 2 people along the set.
LADIES ALLEMANDE LEFT IN CENTER 1 1/2. End facing your partner.
A2; PARTNER RIGHT SHOULDER, HEY FOR 4 (16)
Bl; PARTNER BALANCE AND SWING (16) End the swing facing across set
B2; CIRCLE LEFT 3/4 (8) With opposite couple make a 4 hand circle and circle left 3/4.
SLIDE TO A WAVE, (within the wave) ALLEMANDE RIGHT -1- (drop hands)
STEP THRU (8). Move onto next person extending your left hand to pull
past, repeating the dance.
I was unable to find square dance music suitable for this dance but I, Don, have
a traditional contra CD that matches the choreography. Because of the slipped
timing in Al &A2, the music should not have much 8 count phrasing. The best part
of the music is the strong B part for the balance and swing.
The tunes are "Buck Mountain, John Sharpes Reel #2 and Little Liza Jane."
The CD is "One Eyed Cat" played by Pigs Eye Landing from Mpls. MN. For copies
contact Tim Reese at 612-721-5493.
Midwest Caller School
Auburn, IN
16th

June 11 - la 2000
Consecutive Year of Caller Training
For New ` Experienced Callers
Staff

Don Taylor - Dick Duckham
and Qualified Guest Instructors

Full CALLERLAB Curriculum
Don Taylor; 219-925-6039
201McIntyre Dr., Auburn, IN 46706-3114

Dick Duckham; 616-781-5914
Stan Burdick - School Co-founder
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ff
VOWS
NOTES
Monthly Note Service
For The Callers Who Care k

by
lit)ji John & Linda Saunders dill
Accredited Caller Coaches
Choreo Basic, Mainstream, Plus,
Advance 1 & 2 and C-1. Singing Call
Review, Partner's Page & Contras.
We're anxious to serve YOU!
For FREE SAMPLE contact us at
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyma Beach, FL 32169
Tele: (904) 426-1496; Fax: (904) 409-8805
E-mail: Johnnysa@aol.com
WEB SITE address: http://members.aol.comijohnnysa
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Any idea what fourteen days + nine cities + 2,695 miles +
one bus equals? Well if you are the Royal Records Staff (including one additional "honorary" member), it equals to almost
$6,500.00 for the Foundation for the Preservation and Promotion
of Square Dancing.
Starting September 27 and ending
October 9, the very first Royal Records
Foundation Fundraising Top of the Line
Cruise Promotion Bus Tour (try saying
that one three times real fast) featuring combinations of Larry Letson, Tim
Marriner, Randy Dougherty, Jerry
Story, Marshall Flippo, and Tony
Oxendine did all of this.
The tour was the brainchild of Larry
Letson. It originally started out as an
idea for the six
callers to
just do some
dances together. All
of the callers are involved in the
Top of the
Line Cruise project taking place in
March of 2000. The original idea was
for Larry Tony, and Jerry to rent a car
and do a three or four-day tour in a few
cities to promote the cruise. After a few
phone calls, Larry found out that Randy,
Tim and "Flip" also had the majority of
those days off as well. So a plan was
hatched. Why don't ALL of them do the
dances? Randy Dougherty (who incidentally has as BEAUTIFUL "official"
touring bus) offered the use of it for the
tour. Very quickly, the small tour turned
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into a much larger one.
Another idea was formed. Why not
kill two birds with one stone. Let's make
the tour a Foundation fundraising
project as well. One dollar per person
of the admission price to the dances
would be donated to the Foundation.
In addition, tapes and CD's could be
sold at the dances.
Now the really hard part - setting
the whole thing up. First, the cities
had to be decided
upon. Then
4.«
we had to
contact a
club in each
of the cities
to find out if
they would
be interested in hosting such a dance. Seven clubs and
one dance association in eight cities
were contacted. To no ones' surprise,
there was not the first negative response. Everyone was excited to be a
part of it.
Larry, Tim, Jerry, Randy, and Tony
met in Minneapolis, MN on September
27 for the first dance sponsored by the
Bloomington Swingers. The next day
was a quick drive to Milwaukee for a
dance sponsored by the Kettle Moraine
Squares. Wednesday was another easy

E tRU1SE
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•Free computer typesetting
*Square dancer owned
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*Competitive prices
*Samples available
*Fast service
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Please call us wits your needs

1,

B L G Designs
P. O. Box 1839, Tracy, CA 95378
209830-2929- Fax 2068304920
email 1,20Inreach.com

HEART OF DIXIE
CALLER SCHOOL
Burmingham, Alabama
Sponsored by: The Alabama
Square Dance
Callers Association

Instructor: Wayne Morvent
June 25 - 30
Contact: Wayne Morvent
(409) 385-5222
E-mail: WMoryent@aoLcom

drive from Milwaukee to Downers Grove that GREAT! We received a special surIllinois to call for the Downers Grove prise that evening. The 2001 Ohio State
Square Thrus. Thursday was a pretty Convention Committee presented us
long drive to the Detroit area to call for with a check for $100 for the Foundathe Jumpin Jim Dandies in Flat Rock, tion. A special thanks goes out to them.
MI. Their club caller, Jim Rae called a Another all night drive followed this
tip with us, and he's just pretty darn dance. We drove until 5:30am again,
good! Tim Left us in Detroit for the stopping at a motel in Knoxville, TN for
weekend, and the rest of us (after the about five hours rest. Then another six
dance) drove ALL the way to Cincinnati, hour drive to Charlotte for our next
OH. We arrived into town about 5:30am dance. This one was sponsored by
and finally got checked into a hotel Grand Square Inc. What a dance - alroom. We had a dance that night, but most 50 squares. After over-nighting in
we had the entire day off. The dance Charlotte, it was on to Atlanta for a
that evening was sponsored by the dance sponsored by the Metro Atlanta
Frontier Squares. Their caller (and Square Dance Association. Flip and
wife) Jack and Sherry Pladdys have 71 Tim joined in for this one, but Tony had
new students in lessons this year. Isn't to leave. Everyone met back in Atlanta
2000-2001
12

22 Jan Bradford, VT*
26 Mar DELMARVA

1

Heart Dance
April Fredericksburg, VA

May Andover, Ni*
22
July Ocean Pines, MD
10 Feb'01 Nashua, NH*

*denotes ASD/NSDD Subscription Dance

To book a dance in your area, contact:
W. Nick Cline
15256 Flintlock Terrace
Woodbridge, VA 22191-3830
703-730-2339 • Fax: 703-590-9617
e-mail:sdcaller@erols.com
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

IV No dress code
I-1 —J

u u L_I LI ®
OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS
P.O. Box 15428, Crystal City, VA 22215
1-800-835-6462
http://www.iagsdc.org

IV No partner required
V Basic thru Challenge
11,41 Fun & friends

Texas, California, Washington, Michigan, Ontario, Arizona, Maryland, Illinois, Alberta, Ohio, Tennessee,
District of Columbia, Wisconsin, New York, Pennsylania, New Jersey, Oregon, Florida, Alabama, Nevada,
Minnesota, North Carolina, Colorado, Missouri, Tokyo Japan, British Columbia, New Mexico, Indiana

that evening for the drive to St. Louis.
After a layover in Nashville, it was on
to St. Louis, MO for a dance put on by
the West County Spinners.
So far, eight cities in eight days,
one would think it would be time for
a break. But no After the St. Louis
dance, it was back in the bus for the
drive back to Nashville for a Royal
Records recording session. We rolled
into Nashville around 6:15am, and
had a session scheduled for 9:00am.
So it was one of those "little if any"
sleep nights. Flip and Tim were off
to the Nashville airport on Wednesday
and the rest of us boarded the bus for
a quick four-hour drive to Louisville,

KY and the Mid America Jamboree.
The MAJ donated booth space in the
vendor area for tape sales. Several
MAJ "Boosters" manned the booths
for us. In addition, we set up an impromptu booth at the after party.
These two booths generated over
$1000.00 in donations.
All totaled (tape/CD sales, donations, and door income) the final check
sent to the Foundation was for almost
$6,500.00. None of this would have been
possible without the hard work and
dedication of all of the square dance
clubs, dancers, and callers involved.
From the entire staff of Royal Records
a heart felt thank you to everyone.

Corben Geis
Recently Relocated to the Pittsburgh area!
New address and phone number:
3520 Washington Pike Apt. #304
Bridgeville, PA 15017
(412) 914-2022
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CA.LLER.LABNorts Boom
Dr. Lloyd "Puppy" Shaw
Milestone, 1975
Circumstances play odd tricks on
men's lives and it was not a part of
Lloyd Shaw's original dream to change
the dancing habits of a nation. In the
1920's, when he was excitedly unearthing the lost and lovely Western
American Folk Dance, his horizon was
Cheyenne Mountain School in Colorado Springs, Colorado. His immediate
concern was the building of a recreation program that would include boys
and girls in a joyous outpouring of
energy and spirit, a program that
would have meaning to the group and
to the individual.
He was sure that the ancient Greeks
were correct in believing that dancing
was an absolutely essential part of a
sound education. But the kind of
dancing he himself had done in school
and college had left him cold. What,
then? How were children, awkward
physically and socially, to find themselves in the dance? A fortunate
circumstance brought Elizabeth
Burchenal to town. With the impetus of
her books and her personality, it was
simple for Shaw to carry on.
In Miss Burchenal's repertory were
a few old New England quadrilles, and
several typical contras. But Lloyd
knew that there was a western dance, a
dance that was our very own, and he
dug for it furiously. There were a few
"callers" in the area, but they could not
write down a call; they had to have
music, and dancers on the floor, before
they could remember it. He would have
American SquareDance, January 2000

to dance to find it.
In Colorado Springs at the time, was
a group known as the "Friendly Club"
who met regularly at the local 100F
Hall to square dance. Lloyd and his
wife, Dorothy, danced with the "Friendly
Club" and "friendly" became the first
word in Lloyd Shaw's dance vocabulary. Dancing must be friendly, it must
be joyous, it must be beautiful.
Lloyd fell head-over-heels in love
with the American square dance. It was
vigorous, beautiful in pattern, varied in
step - and so friendly. Some square
dance "call" books were available, but
all were printed in the east and were of
the stately quadrilles. Callers in the
west, it appeared, had never written
down their calls. And so the search for
the dance descriptions went on.
Once the ice was broken, help came
from all quarters. Dances began to
unfold dozens, tens of dozens of them.
They were included in the Cheyenne
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Garry Cole
LCoIeSDC@AOL.com

Phone (765) 384-7089

Square Dance Caller
3302 N. 500 W - Marion, IN 46952

--- Dances - Weekends - Festivals —
- Rawhide-Buckskin Records

CALLERLAB

"So You Want To Be A Caller" American Square Dance Magazine
Square Stars Caller Trainine (Clinics - Seminars - Schoch)

programs. By this time, the Cheyenne
Mountain Dancers were in demand for
programs in schools and colleges all
over the state.
As Lloyd Shaw appeared with his
dancers in various areas, requests
began to come in for his material and,
as a result, in 1939 his "Cowboy
Dances" was published. This was a
careful, thoughtful, and lively discussion of American square dancing as
danced in the west with almost a
hundred of these lovely old patters
minutely described and pictured.
In the spring of 1939, the first crosscountry trip for the Cheyenne Mountain
dancers materialized. Traveling on a
shoestring, in a small school bus, they
made a joyous, uncomfortable, and
triumphant pilgrimage that included
Washington D.C., Philadelphia, and New
York. In Chicago, they danced at a
national meeting of the American Association of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation. Later many teachers came to
Shaw and said, "Will you have a summer
class in this kind of dancing in Colorado
Springs? We'll all come."
In the summer of 1940, the first of
Shaw's famous master classes was
held at Cheyenne Mountain School,
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with forty-one teachers and recreation
directors in attendance. Soon these
classes grew from one to three each
summer with 300 to 500 leaders in
attendance. There were few names
among the early leaders in the square
dance movement that did not appear at
one time or another on the roll of those
classes. Many came back year after
year, and a core of sound, idealistic
leadership was built.
Those leaders who were privileged
to be admitted into the classes, took
back with them to their own communities, not only the dances of America,
but a philosophy about square dancing
and a dedication that was all important. These leaders in turn taught
hundreds of dancers and brought into
the picture more callers who, in their
turn, instructed more and more
beginners. In time, many of these same
leaders also conducted callers and
teachers courses to help instruct
additional leadership.
A feature article in a pre-WWII
issue of the Saturday Evening Post,
and a role in Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" shortly after the war, brought
Lloyd Shaw and the western form of
square dancing more and more into the
American SquareDance, January 2000

CALLER SCHOOL
Manchester, NH
June 4 - 8
FULL CURRICULUM
ACCREDITED COACHES
TONY OXENDINE
& JIM MAYO
PO BOX 367
HAMPSTEAD NH 03841
603-329-5492

public eye. An album of his calls on the
Decca label, and later squares and
round dances on the Lloyd Shaw label,
contributed much to the activity.
Somewhere, over the years, as a
mark of endearment, Shaw became
known as "Pappy", both to his
youngsters in Cheyenne Mountain
School and to square dancers and
square dance leaders in all parts of the
world. just as he was first to be named
to the Square Dance Hall of Fame, he
was the first to receive CALLERLAB's
Milestone Award.
Over the years, "Pappy" and
Dorothy were guests of honor at
countless festivals and conventions

paloaXSW&Axwomoomuweikk
National Square Dance
F.
-1

5

DIRECTORY

Information & contacts for thousands of
ro` clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the
world. Great for traveling & planning
vacations.
$9.95 (plus $4.00 postage & handling)
Life Subscription - $50.00

1
1Lot
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 it
P
(800) 542-4010
$4,WCINZVONOMNSA-.WMAIXOSi

and on July 13, 1950, Lloyd served as
co-master of ceremonies for the then,
largest square dance ever held, the
Diamond Jubilee in Santa Monica,
California. 15,200 dancers filled the
area. 35,000 spectators watched on the
side lines.
Lloyd Shaw passed away July 18,
1958. He left behind him a rich heritage
and an appreciation of an American
Dance known to us all as "friendly."
Lowell Thomas, the famed radio commentator, said of Lloyd
Shaw, "He was a man of imagination and magnetic personality who
inspired everyone with whom he
came in contact."*

NowAvailable from American Square Dance Square Dance Clip Art Diskettes

Clip Art 1
Clip Art 2
Clip Art 3
175 images on 3.5 HD
200 images on 3.5 HD
200 images on 3.5 HD
$15.99 +S&H
$20.99 +S&H
$20.99 +S&H
*All 3 sets contain different images in black and white
Contact ASD at (401) 647-9688 or 800-333-6236
or mail to ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857
Refer to ad on page 82 for ordering information.
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CALLEnLA331patook*A'ausiohniici
By Gail Seastrom

THE MORE THINGS CHANGE
THE MORE THEY STAY THE SAME
For the last few years it has been my
privilege to work for Bob Osgood, the
owner/editor of Sets In Order Magazine. Bob retired the magazine in 1985,
but has kept his hand in things.
Through our work together on various
projects, all of which are related to
square dancing, I have had the
opportunity to review nearly every
issue of the magazine.
At first it was interesting to me the
things that concerned dancers in 1948,
concerned them still in 1965, and were
still bothering them when the magazine printed its last issue. Not
surprising at all, in 1999 the articles in
this magazine are not too far out of line
with those very same concerns.
But let us not continue to focus
on the negatives in this activity, but
strive to remember the positives
that attracted us to square dancing
in the beginning.
The sense of community that we
find in square dancing is no less than
it was years ago. The strides we have
made toward standardization make it
an easy thing to visit from city to city,
state to state and even country to
country. However, this was not
possible years ago. In truth, we've
come a long way.
But as the title of this article
suggests, the more things change, the
more they stay the same in that we still
68

are trying to find the key to attract
more people into the activity. As early
as 1950 (probably even earlier) articles
were being written in SIO regarding
rushing dancers from class into clubs,
attracting dancers to class, keeping
them, dance costumes, associations,
club officers, etc., etc. Not really too
much different from today.
What is different today is we have
so many more activities competing for
our leisure time. I don't know about
you, but when I have free time I usually
chose to share it with people who take a
positive outlook on life. People with a
"can do" perspective. Most square
dancers have that attitude. And most
particularly, the clubs with this attitude are the ones succeeding.
In our travels we have had the
opportunity to meet many people
involved in all levels of the activity;
from the club that meets once a month,
to the dancers who dance up to six and
seven nights a week. We have often
been approached for advice regarding
specific problems affecting a club. I
would like to think that the advice we
gave was somehow helpful. Very often
we hear "We tried that once, and it
didn't work." The operative phrase
here is trying it only once. Very few
successful clubs and callers have
succeeded the first time they tried
something. Success in anything is a
American SquareDance, January 2000
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brd ANNUAL TENNESSEE
HARMONY HOEDOWN
Featuring

Tim Marriner

Steve Kopman

Larry Letson

Georgia

Tennessee

Texas

Rounds by

Bob & Beverly Casteel

October 13 - 14, 2000
Plus & Advance • 2 Full Time Halls
Dance at the Tulip Street Square Dance Center

Knoxville, Tennessee
Wood Floors • Great Sound • Air Conditioned
$22.50 per person Includes: ALL Dance Sessions & After Party
• Special Hotel Rates Available at Days Inn •

Dance Schedule

Saturday
Friday
Directions:
7:30 - 8:00 Early Rounds
10:00 -12:00 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) From West: 1-40 East to 17. Street Exit. Go thru light
and make next right onto Blackstock. Make 1' left
1:00 - 2:00 RD Workshop
8:00 - 8:15 All Callers
8:15 -10:15 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) 2:00 - 4:00 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) (Hines). Square Dance Center is at the end of the block.
7:30 - 8:00 Early Rounds
10:15 -10:30 All Callers
From East: Take 1-40 West to 17. Street Exit. Bear right,
10:30 -11:00 After Party
8:00 - 8:15 All Callers
go under the underpass and at the light turn left. Go 1/4
8:15 -10:15 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) of a mile and turn right onto Blackstock. Make 1. left
(Hines). Square Dance Center is at the end of the block.
10:15 -10:30 All Callers Plus

Make check payable to: Tennessee Harmony Hoedown. 1021 Bridgestone Place, Knoxville, TN 37919
For info call Steve & Debbie at (865) 691-1580 or e-mail s.kopman@juno.com
Square Dance Attire Requested at ALL Sessions - Limited Space . . . Sign Up Today!!!

process tried over and over again, until
it becomes habit.
We are blessed by teaching for a
club that was willing to try something,
and not just once. They thought the
multicycle learn to dance program
could be successful for them and it is.
When a club has a healthy class and
continues to add new members to their
roster it is a concert of efforts by the
club and the caller.
I would be less than honest if I said
every one of them dances every club
night. A great many of them don't.
Some don't dance anywhere but class
night, acting as angels. Some are more
active in the social aspects the club has
American SquareDance, January 2000

to offer. But the point is, there is a place
for all of them in this activity. The
secret is in offering them something
that can't be found just anywhere . . . a
sense of community, a sense of being
welcomed whenever and wherever
they choose to participate.
Perhaps it's time to start valuing
the dancers we already have, instead of
lamenting the ones we don't. Maybe we
need to ask our dancers what attracted
them to square dancing, why they stay
active, what is their favorite thing
about this activity. You might be
surprised at their answers.
I would like to believe that if we build
this activity just right — they will come.
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Where in the
World is the
4th usAwEsT
SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION?

FOLLOW THE

PIONEER TRAILS
It's happening in Casper, Wyoming
this coming August 9 to12.
When you think of Square Dance
Conventions, most square dancers are
accustomed to traveling to a large
metropolis with many large hotels and
dance facilities, but this will be different.
Casper has a population of about
50,000 of the friendliest people you may
ever meet. In fact, the entire state of
Wyoming has fewer than one half
million residents. So we will not be able
to have all our dance activities under
one roof but you will have the
opportunity to convene under the same
great big blue sky that our "Pioneer"
ancestors danced beneath over 150
years ago. The same bright twinkling
stars, the same brilliant sunsets, the
same breath-taking sun rises, and
probably the same gusting winds will
still be here for YOU to enjoy or endure.
Because Casper was the site of an
important crossing of the North Platte
River for the "Pioneers," we would like
you to take a step back in time (just be
careful where you are stepping!) and

imagine what it would be like to square
dance on the banks of the North Platte
River while you are waiting for your
wagon train to be ferried across so that
you can continue on west, or dance out
on the prairie at the base of Independence Rock. You can almost feel the
presence of those "Early Pioneers."
We are planning to circle up our Y2K
wagons on August 9 at old "Fort Caspar"
for a special afternoon of exploring the
past and topped off with a "Early Pioneer
Supper." Then it's off to the Casper
Events Center for our "Opening Ceremonies" and our Trail-End Dance with our
own Wyoming Callers & Cuers performing as your wagon masters.
We are looking forward to you
joining us for a historic convention at
the North Platte River Crossing in the
town of Casper, Wyoming.
We will have more information later
or visit our web site at www.squaredancing.com/usaWEST/WY or mail
inquiries to USAWEST Square Dance
Convention Of Wyoming, PO Box 1125,
Mills WY 82644-1125.

If you don't learn from your mistakes,
there's no sense in making them.
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4-Bar-B
BBB

Lee Main
918445-9258

4-BAR-B
Records, Inc.
'The Quality
Sound"

,
p
Tom 00Per
618-962-3102

Dave Guille
307-638-3541

Gary Mahnken
816-394.2667

Damon Coe
804-223.2114
coeuciance@ool-com

HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES
4B-6145 RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD - Tom
4B-6144 MARY LU - Hoedown/Jimmie
4B-6143 ONE NIGHT AT A TIME - Dave
4B-6142 THE TWELFTH OF NEVER - Gary

Jimmie Surnrnain
903-524-2502

Four Bar B Records, Box 7-11
Macks Creek, MO 65786
(573) 363-5432
e-mail: audiolft@dam.net
International Distributor for Lloyd Shaw Foundation

39th Michigan Square & Round
Dance Convention
August 18-19
Help us to make the 39th Square
and Round Dance Convention the best
one ever. It's not too early to get your
registration in. There will be two full
days of dancing made possible by
many of your local cuers and callers
throughout Michigan and beyond.
Both the Amway Grand Hotel and the
connected Amway Grand Convention
Center are beautiful facilities. But, it's
you that will make this convention a
special one.
Dancing begins at noon on Friday,
the 18th and continues until 11:00pm.
Saturday's dancing begins at 10:00am
ending at 11:00pm, You will find after
parties both nights, a good selection of
vendors selling their dancing items, a

fashion show, sewing seminar, and a
special program Saturday, featuring
exhibition groups, followed by the
grand march. Square dancing includes
Mainstream through Challenge and
Rounds Phases II to V. A special Youth
Room will be included.
There are several places to eat in
the hotel itself and other restaurants within walking distance. For
those wishing to camp, there is the
Grand Rogue Campground & Livery.
For further information and registration forms, you may contact us by
writing Gary & Beth Arnold, 12790
M-66, Bellevue MI 49021, or via email
at barnold@net-link.net, or calling
616-758-3115.

Not one shred of evidence supports
the notion that life is serious.
- from JJ
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49th National
Square Dance Convention
Baltimore, Maryland

June 21-24, 2000

Set Your Sails For Baltimore 2000 The Vacation With A View
No matter where you go in our city,
in Maryland or the surrounding states
you are treated to visual delights. They
may be from nature, from the hands of
man or a combination of the two. Those
of us who live here have our favorite
vistas and we list a few below.
In Western Maryland enjoy the
majestic mountains, green valleys,
lakes and streams of Garrett County,
favorite summer playground of Marylanders for almost 100 years. This
would be a great place to cool your feet
and refresh your spirits on your way
home from Baltimore.
In Central Pennsylvania you can
visit many historic sites related to the
Civil War - Gettysburg, Antietam,
Harper's Ferry to name a few. Then
there is the Amish country, with its
rolling hills, verdant fields, good food
and wonderful crafts. Sharing the road
with an Amish family in its horse and
buggy takes you back to a gentler time.
Along the Delaware and Maryland

coastline you are treated to the
soothing sounds of waves rolling up on
the beach and to an unspoiled view of
the Atlantic Ocean. Baltimoreans have
been going down to the ocean since
Victorian times; plan to join them after
the convention and take home a tan
along with your memories of a great
dancing event.
If you take our 49th NSDC tours to
Washington, DC, Philadelphia and
Mount Vernon, you'll also take home
many visual memories. Seeing the
gigantic Statue of Lincoln at his
memorial, the Tomb of the Unknowns
in Arlington National Cemetery, the
view from George Washington's front
porch at Mount Vernon, and the
Liberty Bell and Independence Hall in
Philadelphia are views you won't want
to miss.
For information write 49" NSDC,
PO Box 300, Greenbelt, MD 20770 and
visit our website at members.aol.com/
balt2000/balt2000/balt2000.html.

Do you have Convention or Festival News. Send it to:
ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857: Fax 401-647-3227.

CUE SHEET MAGAZINE

A GREAT SOURCE FOR CUE SHEETS
12 Issues Per Year - Subscription Rates
$25.00 USA via Bulk Mail - $38.00 Canada via First Class
$42.00 Foreign via Printed Matter Surface Mail

4015 Marzo St., San Diego, C4 92154 Phone: 619-690-4361 • Fax: 619-690-4016
E-mail cutecuerigmaikity.com • cutecuer@earthlink.net
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Country
I~itc/ien
By Mum liarrep
Happy New Year! And now that the holidays are over, here are two pie recipes
you can have for dinner which do not include turkey.
Sausage and Spinach Pie
1 lb. sweet Italian sausage links,
chopped
6 eggs, reserve 1 yolk
2 -10 oz. packages frozen chopped
spinach, thawed and' drained
1 lb. mozzarella cheese, shredded
1/2 lb. ricotta cheese
1/2 tsp. salt
dash of fresh ground pepper
1/4 tsp. garlic powder
1 Tbsp. water
pastry for a 2 crust 9 inch pie
Fry the sausage until well browned.
Pour off the fat. In a large bowl, mix
together all the other ingredients,
except for the egg yolk and 1 Tbsp.
water. Place the mixture in a pastry
lined pie pan. Top with upper crust and
crimp the edges. Combine the reserved
egg yolk with the water and brush onto
top crust. Bake at 375° for 1 hour or
until pie is golden.

Seafood Pie
Unbaked 9 inch pie shell
1/2 cup mayonnaise
2 Tbsp. flour
3 eggs
1/2 cup milk
1 Tbsp. sherry
1/2 lb. shredded Swiss cheese
1/2 lb. crabmeat, shrimp or lobster (or
a combination of the three)
1/2 lb. sliced mushrooms
1/2 cup diced scallions
Preheat oven to 375°. Bake pie shell
for 5 minutes. Remove from the oven
and reduce heat to 325°. Whip
mayonnaise, flour, eggs, milk and
sherry until frothy. Immediately beat
in cheese, crabmeat, mushrooms and
scallions. Pour into pie shell. Bake 30
minutes or until slightly golden brown
on top. Remove from the oven and let
stand for 1 hour before serving.

Free Complimentary Magazines
Introduce all your square and round dance friends to
American SquareDance Magazine
Send your name, address, phone & number of copies needed
at least 45 days prior to date needed.
American SquareDance Magazine, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857-0777
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POINT OF ORDER
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RELEVANCE
The Marketing of Square Dancing
By Eddie Powell

There is a whole lot of talk these
days about what square dancing is and
what it isn't, how to market it, how to
attract the younger people without losing the older people, square dancing
includes levels and this one is better
than that one, etc. We've all heard the
discussions and perhaps even taken
sides on certain issues. Well, who's
right? Perhaps we all are!!!
Square dancing is all those things
and more!!! Yes, it's fun. Yes, it's fellowship. Yes, it's music. But it is also aerobic, healthy, mentally stimulating, socially interactive, arranged with levels
of competency so that you may gravitate to your most rewarding level or
dance plateau (soft plus, basic, challenging challenge, or whatever), and it
is even other things to other people all
around the world. That's the beauty of
square dancing... it can be many things
to many people from many walks of life.
In other words, it is relevant!
Relevance is an important concept
that is coming to the forefront in business and marketing circles, but it is
really something that we have all done
all our lives. For instance, you may use
a computer for business while I use it
for communication and yet another
uses it to track their stocks. The computer is the common denominator but
the use or the relevance to us is how
we use it or the benefit / reward we re74

ceive from using it.
Relevance in the context of square
dancing is all of the benefits / rewards
that any of us receive from being involved
in the activity. Now, how does this apply
to the marketing of square dancing?
We must come to realize that we
need to market square dancing as all
these things but only the most important benefit / reward sought to each individual. In other words, we must market square dancing on an "individual
appeal" basis rather than on a "mass
appeal" basis. Why? Because the world
has changed. It has become a much
more instant gratification and self
gratification society.
Witness the 50 cable channels you
receive targeting niche groups of individuals interested in anything from food
to travel, home improvements to sports,
or old movies to all news. These niche
groups are choosing what is relevant
to them at that moment in their life.
That's why square dancing must
market a relevant message to individuals in many targeted niche groups,
bringing forth the relevant benefit / reward for that segment. So, the sports
viewers may respond to the aerobic
benefits while the travel viewer may
respond to the idea of enjoying weekend festivals around the country.
Some will respond to the costumes,
others will respond to senior groups,
American SquareDance, January 2000

Plan Now For Your
2000 Caller Colleges!
14 EINEM WE
[EEO GIN

$300
for
6 issues

This is the ad size
you get. There's plenty
of room for all the
information you
want to share.

RESERVE YOUR
SPACE NOW

EBEIDI

ERM

$50
per
month

Mail today to ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857
while still others will respond to
Eddie Powell is a professional marketer,
the social interaction. All of these
responses are correct and there- President of Group X, Inc. Marketing Services,
fore relevant. At that point the and square dance caller since 1970. Eddie has
message has been communi- won awards in advertising, has earned decated, now we must provide a grees in both Marketing and Business Manmeans for them to "opt-in," get- agement, and is included in such prestigious
ting more information relevant to listings as Who's Who In Entertainment and
them (location, times, costs, etc.). Who's Who In The World. He is available for
This "opting-in" may be speaking engagements and consultations by
achieved in a variety of ways. contacting Group X, Inc. Marketing Services,
E-mail, calling an 800 number, PO Box 65, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068-0065;
writing to an address, visiting phone or fax 614-755-9565.
a location, are all examples of
ways they can "opt-in". This individual
now collects all the relevant informa- to some unforeseen event).
Relevance should be the key word
tion specific to their life and is lead
through the enrollment process and, in marketing square dancing to the notgiven a benefitting / rewarding experi- yet-dancing public.
Make it relevant and they will
ence will continue their relationship for
life (or until their lifestyle changes due come!!!!
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Rtntembrring
Charles "Chuck" Riley
December 24, 1998

Chuck was a square dance caller in
the Chicago area for almost 40 years.
He ran the club "The Krazy Squares"
for a large part of that time: He also
called at several national square dance
conventions, among them were Indianapolis, Des Moines, Anaheim and
Louisville. He was not a "big name"

Robert "Bob" Fehrmann
1944 — 1999

Robert G. "Bob" Fehrmann, a
professional square dance caller in St.
Louis, died Thursday, November 11,
1999 of complications from cancer. He
was 55 and lived in St.
Louis with his wife Dixie.
Bob called for 35 years.
He had called in 30 states
and in four foreign countries
for hundreds of square
dance festivals and
exhibitions, and also made
appearances calling on
radio, television, on the
Carnival Cruise Line, at
Silver Dollar City and Six Flags St.
Louis, and he taught classes and held
many workshops, clinics and programs.

caller but very persevering. He also
taught a beginners class every year.
When he had to take an early
retirement, we moved to Los Lunas,
New Mexico. Here he resumed
teaching and calling for about 4 years.
Due to poor health, he had to stop
calling in 1994.
He is survived by his wife, Dorothy,
six children, seven grandchildren and
one great grandchild.

A board member and past president
of the St. Louis Square Dance
Federation, Bob was also past president
of the St. Louis Caller's Guild and
editor of the newsletter of the St. Louis
League of clubs, a member of
CALLERLAB and ROUND-A-LAB. In
1993, he served as sound
chairman for the 42"
National Square Dance
Convention held in St.
Louis. One of his last major
events was a benefit for the
local chapter of the
Leukemia Society of
America at the Kirkwood
Community Center.
Memorial contributions
may be made to the CALLERLAB
Foundation, 829 Third Ave SE, Ste 285,
Rochester MN 55904.

Start the NEW YEAR off right... with a subscription to
American SquareDance Magazine
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LeVerne William Reilly
September 20, 1999
LeVerne William Reilly, husband,
father, grandfather, great-grandfather,
foreman, choreographer, teacher and
cuer passed away September 20, 1999.
Verne and his wife Doris were known as
"The Old Smoothies" of Round Dancing in
Western New York and Southern Ontario.
Verne was born February 3, 1915 in
Tonawanda. He met Doris for the first time
at his senior prom, not knowing that she
had met her lifelong love. It took Verne six

THREE R's
Recently Released Records
Now Available
Information supplied by
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Internet Home Page: www.SupremeAudio.com
Howdy Hoedown/Lonesome Hoedown
One Night At A Time, Guille
In The Misty Moonlight, Williamson
As Long As You Love Me, O'Leary
One, Two, I Love You, Brown
Walking To Kansas City, McCullar
Blowing In The Wind, Routh
Gotta Travel On, De1ph
It's Too Late (To Turn Back Now),
Dan Nordbye & Joe Saltel
Cinderella Girl, Daryl Clendenin
No Matter What, D Bennett & P Wilson
Two Steppin' Round The Christmas Tree,
Smith, Harrison & Woodyard
Pine Log/Gum Log
Steel Feel/Hoedown Serenade
Down Yonder/Londonderry Hornpipe
K.K. Kountry/U.R. 1
Feliz Navidad, Jiri Slaby & Jirka Scobak
Mary Lu, Jimmie Summerlin
Early In The Morning, Joe Saltel
Only If, Jiri Slaby & Jirka Scobak
You Are The Woman, Seastrom
Snow Flakes/Misty Mountain Breakdown

CARD 43
4-B 6143
SSR 208
S2K 2001
CD 279
BM 200
CARD 44
AR 106
HH 5235
CK 137
GMP 1101
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SSK 104
CRC 121
PR 2022
BMV 23
MR 5018
ABC 10
4-B 6144
HH 5236
ABC 13
GMP 928
TNT 283

years to ask for Doris's hand and
they were married in 1940. This
romantic marriage produced two
daughters, six grand children and
seven great grand children, a family
Verne was close to and proud of.
They got involved in square
dancing in the mid 50's. In 1960 they
organized their first basic round
dance class and after 35 plus years of
cueing and teaching, they retired as
Round Dance leaders in 1994. In 1966
the Reilly's were named "Round
Dancers of the month" by the Sets In
Order magazine and in 1968 they
appeared on the cover of the national
Round Dance magazine. Two
pestigious awards. Verne retired
from Wurlitzer Music Company when
it closed in 1973 after 37 years of
service mostly as a foreman in the
machine shop.
The Reilly's were members of
numerous Round Dance organizations, including charter members
of FALDA, the New York State
Dance Federation & RAL, the
International Association of Round
Dance Teachers. In their busy
lives they found time to choreograph and write over 30 round
dances. Two of their dances "Hold
Me" and "Thirdman Theme" are
golden classics.
All the round dancers express
their sincere and deepest sympathy
to Doris & her family. "You have lost
a husband, father and grandfather.
Round dancing too has lost an
outstanding leader and friend. He
will long be remembered" said his
friend, Dick Hinkle. "Verne Reilly
was a legend in his time." lb
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RHYME
TIME
THE LIST
We have a list of folks, all written in a
book,
And every year when Christmas
comes, we go and take a look.
And that is when we realize that
these names are a part
Not of the book they're written in, but
of our very hearts.
For each name stands for someone
who has crossed our path sometime,
And in that meeting, they've become
the rhythm in each rhyme.
And while they may not be aware of
any special link,
Just meeting them has changed our
lives much more than they may
think.
For once we've met somebody, the
years cannot erase
The memory of a pleasant word, or of
a friendly face.

So never think our Christmas cards
are just a mere routine
Of names upon a Christmas list,
forgotten in between.
For when we send a Christmas card
that's addressed to you,
It's because you're on the list of folks
who we're indebted to.
We are very thankful for the many
people we have met,
And you happen to be one of those we
prefer not to forget.
And whether we have known you for
many years or just a few,
In some way you have had a part in
shaping things we do.
And every year when Christmas
comes, we realize anew,
The best gift life can offer is meeting
folks like you!
Kenn £ Ginny Trimble
E Puyallup WA 98374

DEFINITIONS OF AN EXPERT
[
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An expert is:
-a character from out of town.
-an expert only as long as he guesses right.
-someone who is called in at the
last minute to share the blame.
American SquareDance, January 2000
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Disney Magic
This past June I received a call from
Judy at Disneyland in California, whom I
worked with many, many years ago. She
wanted 15 couples - from 15 Florida
square and round dance clubs to be
"grandparents" in the Christening Show
for the ship Disney Magic. We would be
walk-arounds in the show. Then she gave
me special criteria to follow in my
selection of the grandparents.
Finding dancers interested in being
in the show was easy until they heard
some of the requirements. Rehearsals
were scheduled early each day to beat
the heat and the daily rain showers we
often have each afternoon. The dancers would have to be available from
3:30am until 2pm for four consecutive
days. The heat hit over 100 degrees
several times during those days. And
we had to be agreeable to any and all
changes that would be made, as the
show progressed in the planning stage.
Day One: The first change came as
soon as I had everyone signed up. I
had to recall everyone and tell them
our new meeting time was on
Saturday from 12:30pm till 10pm and
the location was changed to the
Animal Kingdom rehearsal hall. The
second change was that we were to be
"performers" in the show. We had to
learn words to several songs, plus
learn some dance movements. Later
they took us out into the parking lot
where we rehearsed with the entire
cast of four hundred performers.
Day Two: Sunday we met at 6am for
our bus ride to Cape Canaveral. We
rehearsed the show several times amid
many more changes. Everyone was
issued costumes from the 1900's. It
took five ladies to help me into my
80

costume for the dress rehearsal. Some
of the gals looked so different in their
costumes, wigs and hats, that they
weren't recognizable.
Day Three: They let us sleep in a bit
today and we didn't have to meet until
7am. Again we rode the bus to Cape
Canaveral. More changes were made to
the show, but we were having oodles of
fun. Each day, Disney supplied us with
breakfast, box lunches and all the
beverages we could drink. The show
seemed to be coming together.
Day four: The final morning. This
day we really had to meet at 3:30am for
a bus departure at 4. When we arrived
at Cape Canaveral, we had breakfast
and then headed out for our 6, 7 and 8
am rehearsals - amid more changes. By
10, we were into costume and in place
because it was almost "show time."
More than 2,500 special media
guests from TV and radio stations from
around the world, newspaper and
magazine reporters, and Disney management with their families arrived
and took their places in bleachers.
Excitement was growing! Airplanes
were flying overhead, small boats
roaring around in the harbor, kites flying
in the sky, as the huge ship, the "Disney
Magic" made her way up to the dock.
It was time for the Grand Opening
Ceremonies - the Christeningof Disney's
ship - the Disney Magic. We danced and
we sang! Disney Magic made her way
closer to the dock. Naval personnel from
Orlando, Tampa and Jacksonville did
their part. The ship was blessed! Five
hundred doves were released. Patty
Disney, wife of Roy, (Walt's nephew),
christened the ship with a three-foot
bottle of champagne and we all sang
American SquareDance, January 2000

The Square Dance Authority for Dancers
by Sets In Order - available from ASD!

Basic Mainstream
Handbook
$1.50 ea. +S&H

Plus Movement
Handbook
$1.00 ea. +S&H

Indoctrination
Handbook
$.75 ea. +S&H

See page next page for ordering information.
Quantity discounts available.
When You Wish Upon A Star amid
much shouting and cheering. Disney
characters, workers and guests on the
ship were waving flags and banners at
us. We waved white welcoming handkerchiefs at them! Awesome! An
unforgettable experience!
The show ended and the announcer thanked each group that
participated. We all got a big
surprise! Instead of "Square Dancers
of Central Florida" - the name I've
always used - they thanked the "Betty
Lee Square Dancers." What an
honor! Since then I've heard from
several key Disney personal saying
"thank you" to all of us for our
participation. They gave each and
every participant in the show an
Opening Day Commemorative Pin.
Just three days before the first
rehearsal, I had been in surgery for my
arm. The Disney people treated me
great even though I was very weak and
the heat kept getting to me. Bill and I
expected to be sent home because of
American SquareDance, January 2000

my broken arm, but chairs were
available every time I needed to sit
down and rest a few minutes.
When we arrived back in Orlando,
the square and round dancers presented me with a dozen pink roses and a
beautiful signed card thanking me for
inviting them. They honored me as I've
never been honored before. I'll never be
able to thank them for making that day
one that will stay in my memory forever!
Watch for pictures in the coming
months of the participants in this
Disney Christening Show. My thanks
to Rosalie & John Allen, Madeline & Joe
Augenblick, Laura & Gale Boak, Katie
& Howard Carr, Pat & Doug Forbes,
Judy Frye and Mike Mikeal, Jane & Jim
Hart, Mary Lynn Hastings and Cam
Douglas, Jean & Joe Hodges, Shirley &
George Knapp, Beverly Landwehr and
Wayne Guice, Betsy & Don Rodgers,
Winnie & Charlie Sapp, Bonnie Welch
and Tom Gearhart.
BettyLee & Bill Talmadge
Orlando, Florida
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American SquareDance Products
ITEMS for DANCERS, CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS & CLOGGERS
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
$4.99
DIPLOMAS/CERTIFICATES:
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
$10.99
SQUARE
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped).... $5.99
ROUND
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS
' $10.99
ASD BINDERS (2 pack)
$10.50"
APPRECIATION
ASD PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)
$1.99
$.30 EACH .... 100 - $27.00
BURELSON'S S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA 2000 - May 2000
BURLESON'S UPDATE - 1996 & 1997
$10.00"
RI residents add 7% sales tax
BURLESON'S UPDATE - 1992 - 1997
$20.00**
CALLER/CUER CONTRACTS (20 PK)
$8.50"
Shipping & Handling*
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)
$14.99
$5.00
$3.50
$0.01 CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
$6.99
$5.01 - $10.00
$4.50
CLIP ART (Sketches, paste-up)
$6.99
CLIP ART 2 (All different)
$7.99
$10.01 - $20.00
$5.50
CLIP ART 3 (All different)
$7.99
$20.01 - $40.00
$6.50
CLIP ART I on 3.5 HD disks 175 images
$15.99
$41.01 - $60.00
$8.50
CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images
$20.99
$61.01 - $100.00
$12.00
CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images
$20.99
pc-compatible, images are pcx format, b&w and
Foreign orders shipped Air Mail.
supplied in a self-extracting file for Windows.
Additional charges will be added
CLOGGING (Basic book)
$4.99
for AIR MAIL service.
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D
$7.99
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons)
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
MUSIC & TIMING
PARTY LINE (After party ideas)
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules)
SETS IN ORDER
INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK
BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOK
PLUS MOVEMENTS
SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion)
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines)
STEP-CLOSE-STEP RD BASICS
by Frank Lehnert
SURPRISE GET-OUT by Wayne Morvent
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)
WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped)
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) ....

$3.99
$4.99
$2.99
$3.99
$10.99
$6.99
$4.99
$6.99
$.75
$1.50
$1.00
$8.99
$7.99
$10.00
$15.00
$3.99
$5.99
$5.99
$10.99

Overnight or 2^d Day shipping
available at an addition cost.
* Large book orders may encounter
additional shipping charge. We will
notify you.
**Includes shipping and handling
Allow 3 - 4 weeks for delivery
If the item is defective,
we will replace it.
Due to the proliferation of copying
devices, we do not issue refunds.
Prices subject to change.
Minimum credit card
order is $10.00.

order from: AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE
PO BOX 777, N. SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777
Phone: 401-647-9688 - 800-333-6236
fax: 401-647-3227
Office hours: M-F 9:00am to 4:00pm EST
E-mail: asdmagOloa.com Internet: www.dosido.com
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VITHATS AHEAD
Are you included? Not for profit Association/Federation festivals or conventions or benefit dances may
be listed free of charge in What's Ahead.
Included will be the event date, name, location, contact address, phone number, e-mail. The name of the
not for profit Association/Federation must be included on the flyer to receive the free listing.
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
U.S.A.
Jun 21-24, 00 Baltimore, MD (4911
Jun 27-30, 01 Anaheim, CA (501h)
Jun 26-29, 02 St. Paul, MN (51'1)
CANADA
Jul 20-22, 00 Vancouver, British Columbia
Jul 18-20, 02 Saint John, New Brunswick
AUSTRALIA
Apr 20-24, 00 Geelong, Victoria
Sep 8-10, 00 Perth, Western Australia
Jun 7-11, 01 Tamworth, New South Wales
Jun 2-4, 00

NEW ZEALAND
Wellington

JANUARY 2000

24-30 HAWAII - Annual Aloha State
Festival, Waikiki, Honolulu. Special
activities include Polynesian Adventure
Luau, Whale Watching Cruise, and
Hula Dancers. Tour packages and
disocunted hotels available, call Hans
at 800-676-7740. For other information,
Gil Gilbert, 808-261-6087, Hawaii Federation; PO Box 1, Pearl City HI 96782;
gil aloha.com; web: www.inix.com/
squaredancehawaii
28-29 - CALIFORNIA - Imperial Valley
SD Festival, Imperial High School
Gym. Nan or Charles 760-353-2604;
icac@mindsrping.com

FEBRUARY

9 OHIO - Annual Charity Dance,
Berea High School, Berea, benefiting
the Berea Children's Home. Tom
Rudebock, 4551 Grafton Rd, Leetonia
OH 44431; rudebts@valunet.com

4-6 CALIFORNIA - Jamboree By The
Sea, Del Mar. Bob & Carol Fisher, 760738-0248; BNCFISHER@aol.com

14-16 NEW HAMPSHIRE - New
England Dance Legacy Weekend,
Durham. Square and contra dancing,
live music. NEFFA, 1950 Mass Ave,
Cambridge MA 02140; 603-225-6546,
603-463-7771, 603-664-2513

11-12 ARIZONA - Fiesta of Friends
Jamboree, Phoeniz. Maggie 602-4381355; Dennis 623-486-2145;
www.inficad.corn/-dfarrar/gcsda;
Larry McNeely, 19245 R Redfield Rd,
Temple AZ 85283

20-22 ARIZONA - S&RD and Clogging
Festival, Tucson Convention Center,
Tucson. Jim & Genny Young, 3242 N
Calle de Beso, Tuacon AZ 85750;
jimgeny@aol.com;
www.primenet.com/-ccampbel/tucsonsd.htm

18-20 CALIFORNIA - VASD Kross
Roads Squar-Rama, Tulare Fairgrounds, Tulare. John & Mae Schol,
3103 W. Packwood, Visalia CA 93277;
559-625-8196
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18-19 ALABAMA - Annual Dixie Jamboree, MASDS Center, 2201 Chestnue
St, Montgomery, Pat Thornton, 6832
Brownwood Lane, Montogomery AL
36117; 334-277-4319

MARCH
16-18 WASHINGTON, DC - Spring
Swing S&RD Festival. Paul & Loretta
Pogorzelski; 703-241-0380;
WASCACLUBS@aol.com
17-19 CALIFORNIA - Bakersfield
Fiesta, Bakersfield. 661-399-3658;
MAhlemeyer@aol.com
17-19 TEXAS - TASSD Round-up,
Waco Convention Center, 100 Washington Ave, Waco. Robert Powers,
RT 11 Box 161-Q, Lubbock TX 79407;
806-785-8900; waltzinbobl@juno.com
31-4/1 CALIFORNIA - Redding Jamboree, Redding Convention Center,
Radding. Gus & Colleen Gustafson, PO
Box 5, Artosi CA 95913; 530-865-4611;
colleengus@sunset.net
31-4/1 IOWA - Iowa State S&RD Convention, Dubuque. Bill & Barb Zubler,
1920 Carter Rd, Dubuque, IA 52001;
319-588-4060.
31-4/1 MISSOURI - Festival of Dreams
- S&R Dance Jamboree, Belle-Calir
Exposition Hall, Belleville, IL. Greater
St. Louis Folk and SD Federation, Les
& Jan Wagner, 10407 Roscommon Dr,
St Louis MO 3123; 314-843-9363

APRIL
2 - CALIFORNIA Beneift Dance for
Diabetes, Ahameim. Joyce Goodman,
949-661-6345
7-9 SAN DIEGO - California State
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S&RD Convention, San Diego. Keith &
Linda Spears, 760-510-9547;
pages.prodigy.net/pherndon/2000.htm;
square@squaredance.org
20-24 AUSTRALIA - Australian National Square Dance Convention,
Geelong, Victoria. Janice Alexander,
PO Box 229, Nunawading, Victoria
3131, Australia;
www.lexicon.net/platypus/41nat.htm
28-30 HAWAII - Maui No-Ka-Oi Festival, Wailuku Community Center,
Wailuku, Maui. Steve Strong, 334
Kamano Place, Lahaina HI 96761;
808-661-0414
29 New York - 2000 Clinton Festival,
Clinton Central School, Clinton. Paul &
Barbara Credle, 10687 French Rd,
Remsen NY 13438; 315-831-3464

MAY
5-6 OHIO - Ohio Dance Convention,
Columbus. Larry & Becky Roush; PO
Box 15097, Columbus OH 43215;
740-986-2301
5-7 NEVADA - Silver State S&RD
Festival, Reno. Info: 775-673-2557.
Registration: Sherly Carrick, PO Box
7413, Reno NV 89510; 775-673-2547;
sher@softcom.net
18-20 VIRGINIA - VASARDA State
Convention, Williamsburg. John &
Shirley Shepherd, 4709 Little John Rd,
Virginia Beach VA 23455;
757-499-0782
26-28 FLORIDA - Florida State S&RD
Convention, Lakeland. Charlie & Val
Newsome, Registration Chairman,
12368 Brady Rd, Jacksonville FL
32223-2529
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JUNE
2-4 NEW ZEALAND - National S&RD
Convention, Wellington. Winton Page,
Registrar, PO Box 10-711 The Terrace,
Wellington, New Zealand; Phone 64-4563-7004;
fax 64-4-565-1972; instone@xtra.co.nz;
www.squaredance2000.wellington.net.nz
9-10 COLORADO - Annual Colorado
State SD Festival, Greeley. Tom & Sue
Nelson, 526 37t, Avenue Ct, Greeley
CO 80634; 970-352-6850;
tsnels@juno.com
16-17 Washington - Washington
State SD Festival, Pt Townsand.
Howard & Dora Krutolow, Festival
2000, PO Box 3715,
Sequim WA 98382; Phone 360-6832711; mailtodhkrut@prodigy.net;
www.squaredance-wa.org/state.htm
21-24 MARYLAND - National SD
Cony, Baltimore. Richard & Linda
Peterson, 7226 Mandan Rd.,
Greenbelt MD 20770; 301-345-7450;
fax: 301-345-9459, or Joe & Norva
Pope, 15 Melville Rd, Pasadena MD
21122; 410-360-6829; fax: 410-255-0620
29-7/2 OREGON - Oregon 2000 Summer Festival, Pentleton. Dave &
jodene Hughes, 503-472-9173;
dhughes@onlinemac.com

JULY
9-11 CALIFORNIA - Annual San
Diego Contra Dance W/E, University
of San Diego, San Diego. Contra,
Quadrille, English country, folk &
round dancing, plus special events
and after parties. Paul & Mary, PO
Box 897, Running Springs CA 92382;
909-867-5366
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19-22 NORTH CAROLINA - International Round Dance Convention, Winston Salem. Ralph & Joan Collipi, 122
Millville St, Salem NH 03079.
20-22 CANADA - Convention 2000
Canadian Square & Round Dance
Cony., Vancouver, British Columbia. PO
Box 2440, Vancouver BC, Canada V6B
3W7; conv2000@squaredance.bc.ca
www.squaredance.bc.ca/conv2000.html
20-22 GEORGIA - Handicapable
Convention, Ramada Inn, 500
Merrimac Trail, Williamsburg. Jim &
Sherry Bush, PO Box 240, Calvary GA
31729; 912-872-3155; fax 912-8723198;bushbaby@planttel.com
21-23 WISCONSIN - Wisconsin S&RD
Convention. Mike & Edie Tuesdale,
REgistration, 222 W 14 Ave, Oshkosh
WI 54901;
wiconv2000@usxchange.net
28-30 ILLIONOIS - Illinois S$RD
Convention, Peoria. Peoria
Conventnion & Visitors Bureau, 403
NE Jefferson, Peoria IL 61603.

AUGUST
9-12 WYOMING - USAWest Square
Dance Convention, Casper. Mel &
Carol Ford, 93 Calypso, Casper WY
82604; 307-266-1421;
caromel@caspers.net
11-12 PENNSYLVANIA - Pennsylvania
S&RD Convetnion, State College, PA.
Dave & Janet Baker, RR2 Box 587,
Martinsburg PA 16622; 813-793-4443;
jan8fxfire@alo.com
18-19 MICHIGAN - Michigan S&RD
Convention, Grand Rapids. Lori & Paul
Way, 286 W Mount Hope Hwy, Grand
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C LAS SIFIEDS
RECORD DEALERS
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
Over 500,000 records in stock
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and
Country Western Current and Oldies
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs
1404 Weavers Run Rd, West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

SUPREME AUDIO
HANIIURST'S TAPE SERVICE
The Professional Source for Square and
Round Dance Records & Equipment

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAndio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com

PERRY'S PLACE
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, KY 40340-0069
(606) 885-9440
—orders—
US 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623
Intl. & Fax (606) 885-9235

SILVER STAR RECORD &
TAPE SERVICE
10 Saint Moritz Road
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada
Phone: (204) 668-2216 Fax: (204) 668-0140

BADGES

CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today.

PO Box 57
Westfield, MA 01086
Cost: $2.59 plus $.50 postage & handling.

H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Phone: (614) 471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer

2585 Mock Road, Columbus, OH 43219
CUSTOM I.D. (800) 242-8430
Quality Engraving & Imprinting
Quick Delivery — Satisfaction Guaranteed
Custom badges, dangles, fun badges, etc.

Don & Loretta Hanhurst
3506 E Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292
WWW.CUSTOM-1D.COM

NOTES FOR CALLERS
JOHN'S NOTES
John & Linda Saunders

101 Cedar Dunes
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
904-428-1496; E-mail: johnnysa@aol.com
Web Site: http://members@aol.com.johnnysa
Basic through C with Added Attractions
Monthly Service, Contact for Free Sample
"For the Callers Who Care"

WESTERN CONTRA
"A Quarterly for Contra Club Callers"
Hal & Diane Rice

1919 W. Coronet, #227, Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 778-0848

A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT

Home of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun
Badges & Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini
Purses (assorted colors), much more.
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954

PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874
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Stan & Cathie Burdick
(518) 543-8824
Write for free sample.
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TAPE SERVICE
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE
TAPE SERVICE
Over 100 minutes on each tape every month
Call or write for FREE Samples
Service with the 'Personal Touch'
Palomino Records Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE - 96 minutes of music!
All New S/I) & WD Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,950 Callers
Serving Callers Since 1971
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
LEARN TO YODEL teach tape for $15 U.S.
funds. Yodeling Singing Calls tape $10 U.S.
funds. Add $3 U.S. for S/H.
Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres.
RRI Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOI IVO

BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: 5090 different calls and movements; $35.95 includes shipping. Complete
through 1997. New Type, New Binder.
ASD BINDERS Protect
your back issues of ASD.
Holds a full year's issues
of magazines. They open
flat for quick and easy reference. 2 for $6.00 + $4.50 S/H
(foreign postage higher). Order from: ASD, PO
Box 777, North Scituate, RI 02857
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF
SQUARE DANCE CALLS
2 terrific books with exact CALLERLAB definitions for dancers and callers alike! Book 1 (Red),
Mainstream $5 (incl. postage); Book 2
(Green)Plus, Al & A2 $6 (incl. postage). Specify
which book and send your check to:
Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50,
Marlborough, NH 03455.0050
or contact your local square dance shop!

STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1998 New Revisd Edition, Round Dance
Basics Book, $10 + postage. Now includes 10week dancer-proven course, dance positions,
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED
FOOTE. MS & Plus taught all-position to dancers complete approved terminology, mixers, teaching
hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha cha
who already know the calls from standard position. A-I and A-2 taught with walk thru & practice and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record
teaching series. Order from Palomino Records,
of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding
1404 Weaver Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on the
market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape or call Tom at 1-800-328-3800.
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote,
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob
140 McCandless Place, Wexford, PA 15090.
Howell Collection. Here you'll find everything
to get your toes tappin' and hips swinging-the
BOOKS
music, concise directions for all levels, plus
interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95
MULTI-CYCLE DANCE PROGRAM
per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. Order
If your club is suffering from lack of new dancfrom Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance,
ers, this program might be the help it needs.
1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920
Starting new dancers more than once-a-year can
revitalize a failing club. The complete program is
PLUS,
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAlaid out in an easy-to-follow format. Each book is
only $9.95+$3.00 S/H. Order from: Milt Floyd, GRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books
available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), Cl.
5 Wentworth Ct E, Minneapolis MN 55419.
C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the
indicated program from a variety of positions,
also includes helpful hints for dancing the calls.
Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser
printing provides clear sharp images. The most
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced &
Challenge available today. Cost: $16.25 / book
includes shpg. ($17.25 for C-3A). (Canada add
$ .80). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless
P1., Wexford, PA 15090.
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SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL
AGES - Complete teach book with complete

wording and definitions for each call with lots of
choreography. Great for teachers - you don't
need to be a caller. Big printing for easy reading/
calling. Absolutely complete wording everything
including how to get them started in a circle and
squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25;
Book 11 (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25; Both
Books $45 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for
Canadian orders) Add $5 for postage.

Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres.
RR1 Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOI IVO

SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.

"Tbe Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
UILTON SOUND SYSTEMS
YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: www,SupremeAudio.com

Now owners of all 'New England Caller'
products. Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text.

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.

RECORD DISTRIBUTORS

"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19.95 + $3 S&L 11 "quick

amplifiers • speakers • microphones
wireless microphones • speaker stands
Mainstream and Plus Student Handbooks, Diplo1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518
mas, Calendars, Line Dance Books.
Telephone: (925) 682-8390
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list.
PALOMINO RECORDS INC
VIDEOS
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instrucFax: 1-800-227-5420
tional video tape series.

ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
Continuing Dealer Management Program
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
WebSite: www.SupremeAudio.com
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1404 Weavers Run Rd,
West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

S/D PRODUCTS
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
Turntables, Speakers, Speaker Stands,
Microphones (standard and wireless).
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs.
Palomino Records, Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177

Voice Orders: 800-328.3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

Winter
Season !
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teach" dances for one night stands and recreational use.
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET' a traditional
mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio
cassettes (Dances From Appalachian and audio of
Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2 S/H.
"JERRY HELT'S DANCE PARTY", featuring
material useful for one night stands for community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry
calling the dances. $29.95 plus $3 S/H.
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO
CLOGGING" makes clogging easy, even for the
novice. $19.95 + $3 S/H
"JERRY HELT'S COMMUNITY DANCE
PARTY" features a 24 basic square dance program
suitable for community dance programs. Includes

audio of Jerry calling the dances. $29.95 + $3 S/H.
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation do
Stew Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road,
Brandenburg, KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted. Phone: (502) 422-2421 or 800-446-1209
to order.

CALLER INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS by ED
FOOTE, CALLERLAB accredited Caller

Coach. Two videos available: Creative Choreography, Sight Calling. Each color video about
90 mins long. Presentations organized and
complete. $39.95-one tape, $59.95-both tapes.
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Avenue,

Alliance, OH 44601
VIDEO POST-GRADUATE MULTI-POSITION TEACH TAPES by ED FOOTE. Calls

are taught from multiple positions for dancers
who already know the calls from standard
American SquareDance, January 2000

position. Numerous walk thrus of the more
difficult calls at each CALLERLAB program,
along with brief samples of dancing, and hints for
successful dancing. Understanding of calls is
emphasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream,
Plus, A-I, A-2, each tape about 90 minutes long.
VHS format. Cost: $39.95-1 tape; $59.95-2 tapes.
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave.,
Alliance, OH 44601.
NEW VIDEO RELEASES FROM THE
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION.
Bob Howell's "JOY OF DANCING" and Don
Armstrong's 3-tape series "REEL TO REEL"
and Stew Shacklette's "LINE DANCES FOR
SENIORS" and "COUNTRY-WESTERN
LINE DANCES FOR SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS". All videos are $19.95 ea. + $3 S/H.
Call (800) 446-1209 to order. MasterCard and
Visa accepted.

RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY. Built for dancers, floating floor
desinged for Square Dancing. Many lessons,
workshops and party dances weekly November - April. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 4525
Graham Rd., Harlingen, TX 78552. (210) 4231170. For reservations and information only
(800) 459-4525.

CALLING EQUIPMENT
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
"The Professional Source For Dance AudioLugest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
HILTON SOUND SYSTEMS
YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455.0050
Phone:800-445-7398 or (603) '76-3634
Fav 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
supreme@SuprenieAudio.com
Website: www.SuprerneAudio.com

PATTERNS
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of SD
patterns and western. Featuring snaps, elastic and
many other items. Send your name and address along
with $2 for a catalog. Aron's, 8974
E. Huntington Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91775
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE
THEME COUNTED CROSS-STITCH
PATTERNS. 3 square books, I round book, 5
patterns each. $5 ea.+$1.50 pstg. per order. State
patterns available upon request at $1.50
ea.+$.50 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome.
Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican
Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409.

Club/Guest Caller-Cuer Contract Forms
Available for Club Programmers, Callers and Cuers
A packet of 20 3-part contract forms costs only $8.50.

Make checks payable to: ASD

CLIP OUT FORM BELOW AND MAIL WITH YOUR CHECK TO:
ASD
PO Box 777 N Scituate, RI 02857

Please FORWARD

Amount Enclosed: $

PACKET(s) containing Contract forms ($8.50 per packet includes

postage and handling) to:

NAME'
ADDRESS:
STREET/PO BOX #
CITY/TOWN
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American SquareDance
PO Box 777 N Scituate, RI 02857
401-647-9688 - 800-333-6236
FAX:401-647-3227
Email: ASDMAG@loa.com - Website: dosido.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00am to 4:00pm EST
HOLIDAY HOURS
CLOSED - December 23 at 12 Noon until Monday December 27
CLOSED - December 30 at 12 Noon until Monday January 3
Member

of NASRDS - National Association of Square and Round Dance Suppliers
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PALOMINO RECORDS, INC

1404 Weavers Run Road
West Point, KY 40177
800-328-3800
YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!!
palominorecords@att.net
vvwwpalominorecords.com

THAT'S RIGHT!!!
We distribute ALL record labels!
(None are excluded!)
We distribute ALL Square Dance Labels!
We distribute ALL Round Dance Labels
(with cue sheets)!
We distribute ALL Country Western Records!
We distribute ALL Clogging Records!
We include "FREE" plastic sleeves with all records purchased
(retail sales only)!
We have competitive prices!

Over 500,000 records in inventory!
This is why we are your "One-Stop Shop!"
Check out our extensive & growing Web Site!
Voice Orders: USA & Canada - 800-328-3800
International - 502-922-0074
Fax Orders: USA & Canada - 800-227-5420
Others - 502-922-0270
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Add 3 months to your
subscription FREE!

°ATTENTION: CALLERS & CUERS-N

HONNURSTS
TAPE fi RECORD SERVICE

Get your friends
to subscribe to ASD!

• Monthly Tape Contains ALL New
Square & Round Dance Music
• 27 Years of Dependable Service
• Helpful, Professional Staff
• Free Classified Ads to Subscribers
• 24 Hour World-Wide Toll Free
Phone/Fax Order & Info Lines
• On-Line & E-Mail ordering
• Most Extensive Square Dance
Home Page. All Records Listed
• All Orders Shipped Same Day
• Unmatched Customer Service
The Continuing Choice" of more

When they do, have
them give us your account
number or name and
address when they place their
subscription.
You get 3 months
added FREE!

than 1,950 Callers! There's a reason'"!

It's that simple!!
American Square Dance
PO Box 777
N Scituate, RI 02857
401-647-9688
800-333-6236
asdmag(a`loa.com
www.dosido.com

1-800-445-7398
Phone: 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T INA I Arect * + 800*
E-mail: SupremeeSupremeAudio coin
Website: www.SupremeAtidlo.oml
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 50

L

Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

